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‘Abstract 

' therefore, 

1985.to obtain en understanding of the physical processes responsible for 
winter ice cover in lakes and reservoirs; This report docuents many of 
_the observations made on three headwater lakes "of the Yukon River basin 
/(Marsh,‘ Tagish, Hand Laberge), presents 3analyses~cof‘d:through=f1owo 
phenomena,;— establishes the "Vélidity *of field ‘obseryations ' 

-parameteri2ations' :required for .thermodynamic models of ‘lakes,‘ and- 
develops‘ ‘some—‘ specialized mathematical models 
through-flow, and outflow of deep riVérine‘lakes.* 

Unlike ‘the summer ‘flow conditions in these and some other 
‘ice-covered lakes, the winter throughéflow current “was not concentrated 
as a boundary current. In the 1983 study, it was fouhd that, apart from 
the immediate inflow area, the current flow was below the threshold of‘aA 
specially designed acoustic ftime¥of?flighf current” profiler. 'IfiA'the 

subsequent ‘erperiment'in V1985, a- novel under?icee drogue was‘ deployed 
successfully, “which made “it possible fto‘oe1ineate ’the'wéak'*finder-ice 
flow.,K when the flow measurements were combined with temperature profile 

. observations,“ they‘ offeredesa‘ picture of‘the circulation in a large 
iceécovered riverine lake. ,The~outflow and‘the associated heat flux tend 
to. be concentrated more at the surface on?thetleft4hand‘side of the lake 
looking in'—the’ direction of 'out:lowi wfiossible. outflow instabilities 

_ 

offer an interpretation‘ of the dobserved'irregularitie§*’in the 'drogue 
‘ 

‘ 
( 

‘ 

’~, 
‘ . 1. 

I 
V, 

V I trajectoriesf 

The sensible heat transfer between water and ice was inferred by 
_a number of methods in Tagish end Marsh lakes to be represented by a bulk- 

Field programs were‘initiated in the late winter3.of“ 1983 and- 

and‘ 

of ‘the ' inflow, , 

transfer _coefficient of 0.8 x'10‘3. A thermal model of the Yukon River,- 
.including ‘such effects as the shading of ‘solar radiation by the river 
banksyl Simulated the observed temperatures ‘to an RMS error of l°C and, 

was used. to‘ ;supply missing water \temperatures;- Two 
expressionsd for incoming longwaye‘.radiation were tested. “The Swinbank 
‘formula was found to be superior for daily air temperatures above 0°C and 
’the Anderson relation better at lower temperatures. A standard_method of 

vii .,'_



.estimating the fraction of daily cloud cover was.evaluated for a northern , 

site,~,— 

. Four “mathematical models were formulated to examine_ various 

:aspects_T of 1“winter fycirculation in large lakes.‘ ‘A“diagnosticfi1’ 

githree-dimensional model of flow-through under ice with Ekman firiction was 
Av§found‘-tohibe similar: to Mthe‘ drogue obseryations,y but . 

problemsv remained in the specification of the open boundary conditions.]-V 
A steady two-dimensional analytical model demonstrated the observed flow 
concentrations on the left-hand_side of the outflow and suogested that 

A 

the »upward heat flux from the, water to the ice and hair decays with the 

,square. root‘ of the -distance from _the ioutflow, A 'one-dimensional 
' similarity model 9: the Outflow dynamics offefed a-means of determining 
.the* distance from ;the outflow at which the upward] transport'oft heat 

_ 

_equa1sg{or exceeds the atmospheric heat loss» and thus allows an.estimate' 
'7 of .the sire and area ofi~thegoutflowgpolynya.; This model suggested decay; 

of_-the heat flux varying~rinVersely with distancegfrom_ the outflow; i39,_ 
‘unsteady ltwo¥dimensiona1gand\ nonhydrostatic numerical; model gave 5onlyyW 

qualitative agreement with the above two outflow models. It WQui@"afi9§§% 
i 

that fifiess two methods are too simple to patameterize the outflowing heat 
’£.1;ux"" V.a'cc‘urat'ely. Unfortunately, _the z1ur.ner.i<:a1iAm.<'><41el;.-‘ when extér"1ded:£rQm. 

. 

;'aW;simple rectangularly -shaped "lake to a more realistic yariahle-depth 
4"1ake; was too computationally elaborate to réach a final steady state for 

both the flow and temperature £ieldsL‘ 
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Résurnéa 

durant lfhiveri, 
_ 

1'14 alété décidé-a la fin deshivej;’§ 1983..et 1985, 

firésenteiplusiéurs Qbscrvations.reiative§ a trois lacs cu cours supérieur 

les analyses »des phénoménes;d’ecou1ement 'de i'eautta travers. 1e lac} 

nécessaircsa é V1’é1aborati9n” de,modé193» th€Ifi0dYfi§miq“e3«d93a 1a¢8r et 
présente-~gn certain nombré dé modéleszmathématiques‘dnVdébit:ehtrant,—de 

profonds,:gni;ont;deS.débits:'entrant7etrSortant suffiéament importahté 
' 

pour détermine; ehlfiattie la circulation de l?eau dans‘cés lacs. 
V H 

Vétudiés_.n[était Pas concefitré ;e long des rivésr1_ Dans liétude de 1983, 

recherches, »saUf .dans.Ala~flrégion ofif«axfiVe _le débit entrant. ADans 

roriginale, concne pour allér sous la glace,t a=perniS de caractériser le 
_faib1e écofi;ement.de l’eau sonc la g1ace.= Les mesures de courant ainsi 
obtenues,; conjngnées aux données relatives an orofil de température, out 

.permistnd'établir?;a maniére dont l’eau circulé dan§.un grand lac couvert 
4 

de 91aCe_d9nt les débits entrant et sortant sont auffisamment importants 
‘ 

pou£‘.dét§rminer en partie 1’écou1ément dc lfeau; Le débit.3grtant et le 
~:£Lux gda chaleur concomitant ont tendance a ’se concentrer davantagé a la 

Dans .le but de comprcndre les phénoménes physiques responsab;és“fi 
det la formation de la couvertqre de glace sur.1es lacs at les réservoirs j 

‘d’ehtreprendre des proyraméé de recherche .sui 1eAterrain.. Cc“ rapport a 

du »baséin.duMfIeuve_YukonV(lcs;lacs’ Marsh, Tagish et Laberge), présente 

établit. la va;idité-des observations sur lea terrain et.du‘ 

ii 
'“ ‘ 

i’écoulémcnt_5dé lfeau. a trafierg lé- lac" et du débit':sortant des lacs_ 

Contrairement- a cé qfii’ cst obserné dans Accs'1acs etn_d’autres 
’1acs, converts dc élace ouajduranttlfété, le cofirant ~traversant»;es lacs

b 

lnintensité. du ;courant\.était ‘eh déésous du ;aeuil.de- détéctionrdfun’ 
courantométrerragoustique a témps de pasaage~ spéciagement concu pour 

'1’expétieficé ~Su§séqnenté,- en 1985} lfempio; d'une drogue " 

surface du’coté:gauchén.du lac, c‘estea-dire ‘é gauche quand ‘on regarde.. 
d3n$x la; direction de- l'écoulement, du _débitn'Bortant. ,L’instabilité”‘ 

1 i£:éguliéres»de_la drogue._ 
_poasible.,éu idébit:;sortant”pérmettrait »d’interpréter ies trajectoires 

de méthodes utilisées dans lea lacs Tagish ctf _» 
‘:'Marsn .ontbpermis de déduire‘ qneQ1§%transfert’dé ochélefir'§ensib1e éntré‘ 

.‘ 

ix .



l'eafi et- la g1ace' pouvait étre: exprimé,_ dang 1’ensemb1e;' par 

coefficient. de transfert de 0,8. x 10f3; -Un modeler tnermique”du fleuve 
Yukon quiIprenait en consideration des facteurs; tels que le bloeage deg 

radiations solaireé par les riies, a-permis xde.simuler les temperatures 
1’9b8ervées avec une errefir{quadratique moyenne de71 ‘C. Ce fiédéle a-done 
’été,‘utilisé pour obtenir lee valeurs manquantes_de temperature de 1’eau;e 

Deux F formflles nathématiques rportant sur: lrapport‘ calorifiiqueA des 
‘radiatidnssinfirarouges ént-été mises a l’épreuve. La formule de Swinbahk 

s’e5ti avérée supérieuré quand la temperature de 1’air durant 1e jeur est~ 

§fiPéfiéfi:_§‘0"C.tandi Anne la relation d'Anderson était eupériefifeua deg . 

:températfires‘plu3 basses. Une méthode normaliéée permettantndfestimer 1a’7 

quotidienne a été evaluée dans des'conditions nbrdfiques. 
', .‘,'-.'-.‘. " H 

Un, certain nombre de modéles mathématiques ont été mis au point"A 

dans *le but‘d'étudi9r différentsnaspecte de la circulation-de~l'eau dan$n.. 

les lags de'grandes'difien§ions pendant l’hivera.:Un modéie diagnostique ,_ 

.»tridimen$ionne1 de.1’écouienent de l’eau sousrlaf glace tenant:eofibte’de_ 

la xfriction d’Ekman afdonné‘.de§ résultats qualitafiivement‘similaires 'aH 

uofitenuex avec "la.%drogue ;mais certains .gr6blémesfreEatifs a la 

caractérisation des cohditicns aux limitesrgans le cas d’une masse d’eau 
‘ quit n’est délimitée par au¢uhé'frnntiére phyeiqfie‘n€ont pa§_étérrésolus.1 

Un modeie analytiquerinvariab1e-bidimensibnnel décrivant‘Ia’cen§entratiQn'j 
' duuacourant du cété gauche_du débit sortantedonne a penserjqfie 1e f1u;‘de 

de l’ean ai;a glace et a en prop ertien—de lav_ 

ra¢ine.carré de 1’é1dignement'par rapport au débit sortant. fin modeie de. 

aimilitude unidimensionnel de la dynamique du débit sortant rend poggible 

1'éva1uation. de La distance, par rapport au débit sqrtant, a laquelle le 

transfert ide chaleur vers lei haut est égal ou supérieur a la perte .de 

;*chaleur atmosphérique: et permet donc -d’estiner,se1a taille eta la 

‘filédalisation 'de la poiynie du débit sortant._ Ce modéle donne a penser. 

que-.1§ flux at chaleur varie en fonction inverse de A1WéLoignement par. 

.rapportV au débit sortant. Un mpdéle numériqfie. unidimensionelntnon' 

hydrostatique' et instable n’a concordé que qualitativement avec les deux 

de débit sortant cirdessfis. .Il semblerait que ces deux fiéthbdes

X



,sont: tgéfi simples_pour paramétger, avec précision'1erf1fix .qe_éhéieuf’dul 
A 

débit sortant.>:Ma1heureusement,~'1e 5mbdé1e numétique,;bién quFil»soit 
- vaiable pour _un. lac rectangulaire.”Simplifiié;‘Adémafldait dés,cg1cfils 
trop wcomglexesretvng pouvait gattéindie uh éta£_d7§qui1ih£e *fina1 en cg 
qui. a tfiait aux champs d’écou1ement et deltgmpératuge d§ns-1e~ cas dfuh-§ 
‘lac prof6hd'rée1;ét donc i:régfi;ier;



s Mainageme nt éperspective 

e 
3Field’.investigétions.6f the physicél—1imno1ogy of the figadfiatep 

IakeS oi the Yuk9h:River basin were undertakeh duping the late winters 6f 

_ 

1 
E1983 ang[;98S;~ The emphasis on-the behévieu;,df,the-tempegature end-flews 

-".1.fiie¥dst;neaf?the.outfidw;htheithrough+flowtprocessi_ahdhtheifireiatieg-toi 
‘fA5ice\ cdyer thickness; andfi extent stemmed from *the~need forV.fhndementéisa: 
'5~kngwledge.' of the “impact‘ of= pessible futurei 3hydf6eIect§ic:.power‘ 

developfiehts in the Yukon River basin on the ziverg lake, and nesegvoif 

._i¢é regimes} Specific topics studied in this_#eport, which=ptovide-ihp§t\.j. 

tq a model of the winter thermal regime of lakes and reservoirs; ate the 
.dete:mihetion of the coefficient of sensible‘ heét trensiet between lake 

iée “and water, the ‘specification «df tiven» inflow temperatures‘ figbm 

isstgfidard meteorologieal data} the computation df ce;teig,;adiationifiegfi3, 
A 

i end 7thé parameteriiation of the outfilow of heat f;om‘afi ice-c§§e:ed»1ékei 

"or;:éset9¢irsA» 
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Yukon River HeadwaterLakesstudv, 1983
i 

i and 1985: Ob~servati.on‘st and«AnoasI;ysis 
P.F.11ah1blh1 

o’IuTRoDUcTIoN 

Study.Description 

regimes of the- Yukon River headwater lakes and of the -sensitivity of 
‘ these _lakes to Vpossible future hydroelectric power development in the 

l” descriptive and involved the deterfiination_of the bathymetry of-the major 
t lakes and their annual thermal and salinity:cycles.(KirkIand‘ and Gray, 
1986)} The second phase, which was more narrowly focused, attempted to 

River‘ basin, For thiskreason, Lake 'Laberge (Eig. 1) was selected as a 
typical example of a large northern reservoir suitable for detailed study 
_involving long-term’meteoro1ogical,_ice thickness, and water temperature 

model.‘ It was recognized‘ at _the onset of theo Lake Laberge study that 
\more _detailed observations in kthe vicinity of the inflow and outflow 
regions _were,,warranted. The ‘regional thermal studiesv revealed an I 

interesting, feature common to these headwater lakes: during the winter, 
they‘ exhibit ice—free zones Known technically as polynyas.. Polynyas are

_ 

“a situated in all the outflowing regions and at some oi the lake'inflows as- 
_well. 

"

‘ 

In= 1981, thei Pacific ahd Yukon Branch of the National Water» 
Research Institute finitiated a study» of the‘ circulation and thermal. 

Yukon" giver basin. ’ The _fir$titphase of‘ this.study1 was necessarilY 

address: the practical_problem of understanding the physical behaviour of" 
_ 
a large northern impoundment should such structures be built in the Yukon 

observations for the verification of a northern impoundment water quality '



~~~ 
“LaI.{e~-"L1é’b_ergé 

A 

‘_

h 
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< ;'Eigufe 1.~ Lqcatioh ‘of Yukon Rive; yeadwatgr lakes s£fidied.T X'm;rks ;9¢ations of 
méteordlogicar observations. 

' 7
' 

V In ~19,83.V,-.~flQW_~ and "t1’1‘e'r’r/nal’ mea>s‘u»17ed 

Laibéxége _' By" ‘ meané ‘""Of'7' "a~' 'c‘u—rre‘nt' méte”r' arid a _tgenipgrature/Cbhdilctivitgy 

~p’1:o‘fi7le’§ study" the infl6§q_,re§ioh in gr,ejéthe’j_e _det‘ail: 'duringv~t?hé_



ice-covered period; The results of this study are presented in Part I of 
this report. _A study of the outflow dynamics was commissioned in 1985. 

h 

For logistical reasons, it was not carried out in the remote northern end 
n:of~ flake‘haberge, but in the more readily accessible outflow regions of 
Marsh and Tafgish lakes (Fig, 1) , addition to the detailed circulation 
and thermal structure observations; which are outlined in Part II of this 
report,. this study Vattempteg to determine the sensible heat ‘transfer 

‘ '_coefficient between*the-water and ice coyer, which was.indicated as a key ,,~ 
unknewn paremeter from the early modelling results of take Laberge. 

Besides knowledge. of hthe sensible ‘heat transfer coefficient. 
_between water and ice, the Lake Laberge thermal simulation model required 
the daily average temperature of the major» inflowing river, the_ Yukon V 

River. Since these data were interrupted from time to time by equipment 
failure, it was necessary to develop a mathematical model of the thermal 
regime of a_;;ver.r This is described in detail in Part III, It_is the 
intention‘ of thejlake thermal simulation model to include the formation 
andf maintehancee}9f' the obsermed _polynya within =the framework "of the‘ 
one¥dimensiohel' model[h This requires sufficient understanding off the 
outflow dynamics in order to formulate a suitable parameterization of the ‘ 

outflowing heat flux; This problem is also discussed in Part III. 

Related stugies
h 

Scandinavian: workers collected and _reported observations of 
‘A winter‘ ice eongitions'and etemperaturesfin lakes has‘early as '1941 with 

Liljequist’s:,rep9rt on Lake ivetter in Sweden; Mellin (1947 and 1948)‘ 
;first drew attention to regulated waterflow and; its5effect_on black iee 
"thickness,. particularly late in the season, _and showed convincingly the 
upwelling ‘of warmer watery near the outflew of Swedish: lakes. 
Hrecently,,Stigebrandt (1978) has discussed the gynamics of flow under ice 
‘in lakess' The Qpen literature en bolynyas is scant, with the three-parte 
series tbyv Tophamy gt-El. (1983) “being the most current .contribution. 
.G§§maok gt al, (1987):fhave_presented additional ‘observations to_those 

._‘discussed—here for Lake Laberge, 
I "I



‘eurpose_‘ 

1PART 1:‘ WINTER THROUGH-FLOW STUDY OF Lg.-_'AK'E LABERGE, 
_ MARCH 1983 

“ 
a 

e 

e '. 

The purpose of the study at Lake Laberge in March 1983 Wes to 

_.gain knowledge of the nature of the winter through3flow of "a northern 

*Tie%iden£° from Figure 2, is’; deep (145 m); moderately long '(@§ km); gfig. \ 

lake that has a significant winter inflows 
I 

Lake Laberge, may be_W_ 

"narrow (2 to 6 km) lake. The lake's residence time =varies between two- 

years in the winters to >220 days in early July; iFrom a hydrodynamical . 

"7§erspeetive,_during the ice-covered fieriod, the through—flow is likely to 

be infiuéncéa mainly byéviscous and diffusiye‘effects rather than by the‘. 

inertia~ of the inflow because the nondimensional Pexémeter, R, based on: 

the etwo?dimensional theory of Fischer gt al.i(1919), which characterizes 

these} effects, has a value less than'unity' (0.1 to 055 depending on the = 

Value‘ of the‘ eddy diffusitivity assumed),"V The winters studyt of 

Stigebrandt” (1978) and the summer turbidity and temperature data bf Lakev 

Laberge _(§all,'1983) suggest that the inflow ‘might be concentrated as a 

thin layer of_near zero¥degree water, which in turn would be deflected by
- 

the earthfls rotation to the.right¥hand shoreline of the lake;e As well as 

_ 

investigating. whether or not the inflow velocity remained concentrated; 

‘it was hoped that sufficient quantitative information could be obtained 

coefficient between water and ice. 
to determine such unknown wquantities as the_ sensible_heat 'transfer7 

To this" end, the ‘engineering literature‘ was Treviewed 1for'* 

suitable instrumentation; Profiles .of current" are'routine1yA mea§ured« 
e. through ”sea=‘ice"with {direct /reading current meters'}§eirdf .1§81)} 

' -§BecauseV of the extremely low 'velocities"‘anticipated,~Baird’s mechanical 

~-current” meter was considered to bee unsuitable.— ,5 ysolidy state 
., electromagnetic current meter could be ruled out onjaccountw of the lbw 

'conducti5ity_7of the lake‘ water.‘ By a Eprocessbofielimination; it was 
V 

decided to burchase a lightweight directe reading acoustic_current meter 

of Neil Brown manufacture suitable for debloyment through a singlQ.2oacm 

ice hole. According to the manufacturer, the "threshold speed off this" 

"device is 1 cm/s, which should be able to detect flows estimated to be
\

\



about 2 cm/s based on a typical winter.discharge of 160 m3/s.and river 
plume depths and widths observed in summer in Lake Laberge (Ba1l,71983); 

Duriné March 1983, 15 combined -profiles of current ,and 
temperature were taken through 60 to 100 cm of ice on the southern end of 
Lake Laberge at the locations shown in Figure 2. 

5km



l’Fo11owing a fdiscussionv of the‘ calibration: tests and field 
procedures, the results of the field study are given. 

‘ " 

’Cu;zent*Mete:.; 

Qalibrationssy. 

A11 calibrations were performed with the towing carriage of the 
- National ‘Calibration Facility to an accuracy of several percent* of the;‘1‘" 

Vtrue _towinq.speed. In a preliminary test «with a borrowed Neil Bfofih
W 

”_.instrumentpdfromlMcMaster University, considerable distortion of the filowr’ 

by _the supports for the acoustic mirror was observed at speeds less than 
l5 cfi/s,:: in =the‘ model purchased, the 'croS$'$ectionaly7areas of ytheln 

j 

supports? were reduced by a_factor of approximately‘tfioQr“The~tests werél 
iijconductedllto "examine the low-speed response;:flow‘-distortion by ;the 

supporting ‘struts, and the stability of the zero-speed offset on each of 
"l the two axes§”

r 

Halndividualv calibration runs consisted.ot 80 to 150-readings at 
intervals of 0.5 s and recorded on magnetic tape. Spurious readings~were51 

'-'eliyinated from the. data 'and then means .and standard deviations ~were"' 
hoitaken _of _the hedited.data. lThe calibrations consist of prefield and 

postfield vtests. In all-cases, the ca1ibration.-fiacility.was allowed to 
f9§ie' to rest over a weekend Périod, and calibration began—at low speeds T 

progressing to higher speeds} 

3 

’prerié1d Calibrations 

/ 

The prefield calibration results are summarized in Figure 3 for 

towing “speeds” of 0;5, -1.0;y,1.5, 2.0, and.5.0 cm/sf The following 

:features should be noted; 

..1. There is no eyidence of shading by supports at flow angles of 0°, 90?; 
~ 180°r_atnd s 

n 1 

2. There is a persist fit offset on the Y—channe1 only of 1;25 cm/s. 
' 

9\:Measufiedfspeeds are consistently 93% of the true values.



4. hepeated ;calibration readings are .yithih 11-mm/5 of one another with 
the exéeption‘of speeds of 0.5 cm/s;- V 

5. Stafidard deviations (not shown) are less than 1 mm/s f§;“vspeeds‘up:to.' 
2 cm/s and are less then 1.5 m/s for speeds at 5 cm/S. 

Eigure 3; HTofi' tahk calibrations ofi direct reddinfi acoustic éu;;e§t’metet' firior to 'fiie1d deployfiéfit, January 25, 1983. splig 1ine§.teptesent'nomihg1 values »_ about the experiments; offset (cm/s). 

Postfieid _ca1 .iBrat-—1"3on.,s
p 

The postfielg calibration reeults are shown_in Figfite 4 for thé_ 
towing speeds of 1.0, 2.0, 2.5; and 5 cm/s. The followifig points should 
be noted: _‘ ;». ; 

_ 

'3 

[1, The zeroespeed offsets on both channels.have chgnged £r¢m the prefie1d_ 
V 

éalib;ati9fi§_déSpite the instéllation_of a new eet of velocity sehSorSA\u 
in the Xjchanhel afid the éuhsequent ’2etoing of the signal in ‘a lsmafl 

..t.;.eA'3t t_;n~k7p:;io’r' to _tne“gie1d.;1ép1§ynient_ The Y’-j<};ha,nnel. hag shifted to’ 
1.6 cm/s and_the X-axis has sfiifted to 0.25 cm/s. 

. 
1 

I 

4

> >



2; Measured speeds are 93% of ntrue values for the speed range of 550 and» 

235 cm/s, as was the case in the prefield calibration, but is 100% of 

true at 2.0 cm/s_and only 60% of true at 1 cm/s;A.The reason for this 
'obserVed*nonlinearity in the low-speed response is not known: 

Y-
\ 

3. In general, standard” deviations of. the flow response ‘are somewhat" 

larger than in the prefield calibration runs, being typically in the 
’

( range of 0.1 to 0.2 cm/s. 

0 
'

‘ 

—5?t*~~ 

Figure 4. ‘row tank calibrations’ of direct reading acoustic current ineter after field 
._ deployment, March v31,“;1_983.’ Solid lines ‘ie'pi'3ese'ht nominal v'a_1ue_g -g_l_>o\_:t 

_.t_he ez¢P§rim'ent_al offset (cm/8).» A’ 
- 

'

' 

Eieldqnegloygent 

The direct reading acoustic current meter_ was_manually ldweredb 

through a machineicut auger hole in the ice as data were_simultaneouslyV 

‘recorded at the surface on magnetic tape and Yiewed on.a digitalfdisplay. 

Before profiling, the acoustic transducers; of the current meter were 
-\,.



,determinedf from the ‘dwells and removed from the axes. 

bathed in a surface-active fluid vto'remove bubbles and« dwelled at some 
‘depth to ensure. that- they _were ice _firee. AIhrough0ut the lowering 
.process, the current meter was periodically dwelled and slowly rotated to 
obtain in situ data on ‘the offset value of each axis. In most cases, 
logistical support was provided by motorized toboggans, although a light 
/aircraft- was necessary ufor the northern half. of the lake; "At, some 
stations, profiles.of‘ temperature‘and. conductivity were taken with a 
'lightweight profiling system.. .Fifteen profiles of current were taken 

_ 

between” March 3 and March710,’ when the current meter failed because of 
breaks ‘in both the original and spare instrument cablest- At this point, 
ninef additional‘ profiles were taken by the temperature-conductivity 
instrument. _p 

' 

- 
i 

. 4 

Data Analysis 

The profiles measured by the conductivity-temperature probe were 
corrected and reduced to standard depths by E.C. Carmack as described by 
Carmack gt al;-(1987). The data collected;by the direct reading_acoustic 
current —meter were first transferred from the field audio cassette tapes 
to standard one-half—inch magnetic tapes and then converted to currents, 
temperatures, - and ‘depths according to the postfield towing‘ tank 

' calibration curves (Fig. 4). A typical profile consists of approximately 
V 

500 one¥half~second readings evenly spaced over 42.m, the maximum length 
of the cable. These individual readings were scanned first automatically 
and, then manually to flag and delete obvious errors; Profiles taken at 
times close to cable failure contained a high frequency of errors. ‘Next,, 

_ 

any" offsets on the axes remaining_after [calibration and editing, were 
Finally, the 

dcurrent .components were aligned_in geographical coordinates.3 The offset 
data as‘ determined .from the» dwells showed‘ variation from iprofile to 
prQ§ile of about 11 cm/s. ‘Machine plots of current comPOn?nts as well as 
speed and directions showed irregular distributions of flow. In order to 
-reduC3.§§e apparent noisiness.of the velocity profiles, it was decided to 

. further "smooth the profile data_by-including only 10-point averages and 
‘the mean values of _the flow at’ the dwells.\ In nearly all cases,“ the 

- ‘smoothed profiles still ekhibited inconsistent results.h it was concluded
7 

/, g



l’ 
~_that_the flow field in the winter is generally less than 2 cm/s; a figure 
*that.is taken to be the effective threshold of the acoustic current=méte;» 
.in the field, Qéspite the laboratory repeatability of about‘055fcm/s once 

‘H 

. the offsets are taken into account. 

”¢_V 
‘ 

’ Profiles. of the east.and north ‘current components at station 9 
‘“ 

jabout :100'm.to>the_north of the inflow plotted in Figure § are firgbably 
the“ only‘ reliable ‘cast, taken.= As -expected¢- there' is “a7northerlY 

h_component’ neaf_the-surface overlying a ssurprising1y“strong counterflow,gV 

‘An ‘IV V\ 

presumed to-be an entrainnentvinduced return’flow,‘u.

J 

CH1/S 

5.01.; 

1o.o+ 
'\ 

n3o;o.-:.}..<= 
n

”

v 

‘\' P‘:i.'gut‘e‘ ‘5. East: _;¢_:__o:_nponent. of flow (dashed line) anti north component’ of flow (so/11d-, 
"* 

: 

‘ 
- 

" *_line.)"at_-station ,_9, ‘March I, 1983’. - 

" 
~

‘
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The transverse temperature section at the northern end of 
Lake Laberge (Fig. 6)i generally shows ‘warmer water on the western 

' 

shoreline in the upper 10 m consistent with theyexpected slope; of'th§.» 
‘ isotherms required to balance the-northward through-flow.d On the other 
"hand, a section in the southern portion, which is based upon the currente 
profiles, ‘but which, unfortunately, is incomplete, suggests a southerly’ 
flow at depths around-20 m along the eastern shoreline from the tilt of, 

“the 1°C isotherm (Fig. 7). A temperature section along the north-south 
axis- or the lakej (fig. 8), based on. a combination ofij temperature data 
from the conductivity and ‘current profiilers, suggests that there is. a 
mixing zone within the nearest 5 $m_from'the ‘inflow, where a thin, cold 
layer of water is formed that overlies a shallow thermocline at a depth 

_ or approximately 10 m. The draw~up of warm water into‘ the outflow may 
be noted due _to the process_ of selective withdrawal. "Below-the_ 

' withdrawal level, the 1L2?C isotherm is deflected downwards at the outlet‘ 
consistent with a downwelling of water probably due to a weak return flow 

/VVh_i“ istxnon ,‘ 22—”_;,
~ 

6o—_ 

Figure 6. "1,'r_a,_nj‘sve‘r‘se temperature distribution at‘ north end ‘of Lakegolmbergfle, March 11, 31983 (°c=). v 

’ 
- 

. 

‘

_ 
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below» the surface overflow. This weak Ietprn flow may extend as far 
"south as the inflow, where it could be\ responsible for upwelling of the’ 
isotherms there, as well as accounting for the apparently weak southward 
flow ‘seen in the current readings of Figure 5. The main features of the 
'temperature* section of fiigureg 8% are also found one three additional 
sections presented by Carmack gt 3;. (1987). 

Finally, the ice thickness measurements made during the survey 
aref summarized in ‘Figure 9. The thickest .ice occurs in the .shallow 
embayments on the western half, while the thinnest ice is found -at the 
inflow and near the outflow. There does not appear to be a-region of 
thin ice along the\eastern shoreline, as found in some northern lakes 
(Stigebrandt, "1978), where the inflow is concentrated. Instead, on the: 
basis ,of ice thicknesses, the through-flow seems to be_well distributed 
across the lake. 

/ 9 H 

on March 6 at station\4, a submersible shortwave radiometer was 
lowered through the ice to 1.8 m below the water-ice boundary. At noon, 
the snow albedo was 0.77; the extinction coefficient for the Zlicmsthickh 
layer. of snow was 10 m'1; for the 55=cm layer of ice,‘ 1.8 m'1; and for 
the water, 0.4 m‘1. On March 8, these. measurements were repeated at 

‘ station 10 at 1115 local time. -On that occasion, the albedo was\0.87 and 
the- extinction coefficients of! snow,f ice,’ and water were 5.2 m‘1, 
2.2 mjl, and 0:3 m'1, respectively." These measurements are similar to- 
published values‘ of albedo ‘for new. snow of “0.85. and extinction 
coefficients }of snow and ice iof 6 m7? and 1-5 m*1,, respectively’ 
(Patterson and Hamblin; 1988). . The. average winter) albedo is 0.75 
(Carmack_ et al., 1987). The ektinction coefficient "for water under_ice 
may be compared to the summer values, 0.2 to 3.6 m‘1, inferred.frOm the 
turbidity’ and Secchi disc measurements of Ball (1983). These‘ data are 
.required for the thermodynamic modelling of ice-coversd lakes. 

9- Conclusions 

_v The feipéctea flow concentration of, thé"through+f1ow was not 
3 Qbsegvfid and hence the uhder¥ice currents were too low.tb be discerned by 

(13.
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fanj .-‘gédustic"p};'ofi,1,;Lrig current‘ riieter whosé 
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' f:Qm"temperatfire-readings Iby assumihg.ig: the lofigitudinal plane thét. 
'isetherms coiiespond-to streamlines and that in the transverse plane, the 
’the:ma1 windzgelatiép applies. It was éoneluded that the thrgughefley is

~ uniformly distributed across the lake in thee fippef ;0,m of ‘the'fiéter 
‘column, >wg;cQ flgfild résuit in eh average fL9w of V0.4 gm/s. _Be1ofi this 
northwardegiofiing_»1ayer,.there,_i§VVeviaen¢é of at weak sofithward return‘ 
flow ;£;§m;§nexeggg of theflake to the ‘other; tine cgrfent measurements 

b.were” not _sfiffié;entiy_ re1iab1e’toL permit the “sensible héat txansfer 
~coeffieient vto be determined. ;It‘ is pecommended that adflitional field

V 

.meésu:ementa employing ,a‘ di£fié:ent-system- oi cu;;ent' meaéuzements be 
take; .and that fiumerical modelling studies 9f the th;dugh—f1ow dyhahicg 
beyinitiated. 

".152.



PART -us ouTFLow CIRCULATION.STUDYV‘lNfMARSH? AND, 
" ‘-“-TAG!-SH‘LAKES;,f*:MARCH 1985 is l 

= s *9 r 

1_'i‘é.1ci_ Bq'uiip_ment7- ‘ 

The study at Lake Laberge in 1983 revealed the limitations of ap 

conventional ”current meter in such low flowtconditions and in-such;harsh‘ 

environments ‘as ice-covered"lakesT' Therefore, for the~ 198S’study';at_ 
A Marsh’-and:Tagish lakes, it was" decided to design a drogue. suitable for __.. 

, under-ice deployment, tracking, and recovery in”?remoteV1ocations; frhisi 

_system, consisted of a" square;sai1,‘10"m2”in areéiu made out of .Dacron E:
~ 

spinnaker cloth, and weighted by an 18-kg “anchor rod. The roller blind ’, 

drogue was attached to .a cylindrical subsurface pfloat ballasted to 'a‘7 
,. 

positive buoyancy of "10 to 30 g. ‘?Thus the hori2ontal,drag .of_the 
' 

polystyrene psphere, which formed the uppermost portion of the subsurface. 
’\float -next to the ice, would be expected to be'only several grams force. 

The drogues were tracked _under the ice_ by means or‘ a radio location ‘. 

system employing -transmitters attached to the subsurface-'£loat; The, 

‘V~ehtiré drogue system was capable of being deployed and retrieyed through?‘ 

‘3 retrieval, as did a line attached to the anchor, which allowed the sail 

a conventional‘ mechanical current pmeter designed Vfor river surveys. 
i peployment of the Price meter was possible in extremely shallow outfilow,W- 

a ‘machine-made auger hole in the ice 20 cm in‘diameterQ"A «illuminating 
periscope ‘fitted with a plumber’s snake and .hook greatly aided the 

to 'be collapsed in place.i Because of air trapped in the seams of ;the _- 

_sail, it was.necessary to presoak the drogues in situ for 24 hours prior 

to release.” :Additional details, design_ calculations, and laboratory 

‘tests of the drogue behaviour are provided in Appendix A. 
”

/ 

Another novel feature of this study was_the use in lakes of a 

regions since the flow velocity close to the river mouth often exceeded 
fithe threshold speed of the meter of 2.5 to 3 cm/s, and because the 

clarity of-the water permitted the flow direction to be observed visually‘ 
'-' 

‘from a‘neutrallyy buoyant nstreamer attached to the current meter. An . 

Applied Microsystem conductivity and temperature _profiiler completed the 

instrumentationfsystem._ 
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Marsh;Lake§0bservations 

Marsh Lake was chosen for the first field trial because of its 
proximity \to the National Water Research Institute field station and the 
Water "Survey of Canada office in Whitehorse, Y;T. On account .of the 
extremely cold weather preceding and during the experimental period,-the 

‘outflow -polynya was frozen, ower. :The complex outflow geometry andj' 

bathymetry‘ of Marsh Lake ‘relative to Lake Laberge.and Tagish Lake are", 
evident‘ in Figure 10. Depths,fwhich were. determined from the profiler, 
suggest the presence of_a deep channel ,albn9_the eastern shoreline that 
crosses to 'the._ opposite s.h..c>re,lit.n1e _ 

,a..-long\’the riorthern portiion of the‘ 
island.‘ ‘At the northwestern. tip of-the island, the outflow passage,‘ 
which is located closer to the island/than the mainland, has_ a maximum 
depth of ohly.4 m.“ 

Ml-l3P2 06.0 

Fi9“*° 1°- ”‘F3h 333° Station locatibns and bathymetry (m) in outflow region.
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r Drogue trajectories ifi ‘Marsh Lake are shownfhih:fiigfireri1¢fof3»“ 
"7 dragfies Set in all but one case atia depth of 6Tm, which, finfbrtuhately, 
4“ 

was close to the“ Surfaee as possible because" of the. size ef' the-Aw, 
f‘.drQghef\f1oats,,and”bridlé;‘ it may be noted_that.§he-dregue averages thev-7 

fidw -over the range Sf-depthhof 4.34716 m.fi The droguea indicated a-r1o&_ 
mere or less parallel to the bathymetric cofitoursjin,tne'directioh~Qf'thew‘1% 

i"ofitf10w on the eastern half of the lake ‘and in the reverse direction gn jfr 

5 the western haiff‘ countegrlow is also found ih.the4cen£re'ofjtheCiake’at:, 

defith of 16 m; In all—ca§es,:except for the IO+m_depth trajectory, the 
‘ drogues grounded after a-day*er;two. Thus, it is impessibie 
>§§eed§_ accurately except at the release points ‘M317, MR3, and MH1; ‘The 

_speed and directions frem the dregues at 6-m afidildim depths éie-éOmbine&- 
'i_with' the Priée efirrent_meter measurements in figure 12.’ It is apparefit 

that :the epeed of fiow is well below the threshe1Q"df'mechanica1 current_._' 

Figure 1.1». Marsh Lake drdgue trajectories, February 26"'to Jildrch 5, 1985. Ail 
X ' dregues are set at 6-m depth unless otherwise noted. .' 

‘
.
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meters, except in the confined outflow passage. The outflow regime; 
then;-appears to beta flow along the northeastern shoreline that SfiPPli93 
the outflow, which, in turn, is_concentrated on.the’ left—hand side (in! 

2 the~ direction of~ flow) of the “narrow outflow passage. 
_ 

Late.wate§ 
entrained. into the Yukon River through-flow is returned to the open late 
by. both flow~ along “the western shoreline ‘and counterflow at deeper 
ieveis. 

1‘ 

.» V H 

. \‘- 

~~~ ~~~ v 2 3 4,.‘,s '5 

SPEED ‘lcmlrs 7 

o 500 map '''+ ufstnes 

Figure 12. Marsh Lake currents, 
‘ 

' narrows to north of 
locations, flow is 
indicated. 

'~Februaryh26 to March ’5, 1985. 
‘ 

Current in _the' island is measnred by“a current meter. ‘At other from‘ drqgues at 6—m average depth unless otherwise_ 

K
. 

J 
ihe concentration of_the ofitflow along the eastern shoreline at 

the ;1ineiMH4 to MR3 is substantiated by the northward flow inferred from . 

.the' combination of drogue and temperature data, shown in fignre 13.. The: 
lvelocity“ section of Figure 13b is the transverse density 
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gradients~ associated with the" sloped ,isotherms'shown gin Fioure.A13a 
through» the well-known thermal wind reiation and emp1oYing*the«drogué 
current at «one or more alevels to _supply the required constant sof 
‘integration. The,therma1 wind relation ’quantifies the tendency oi 7the 

heavier »water on the western side to flow under the lighter water of the 
eastern -side and in .the process to be deflected to the south by"the 
€earth’s rotation while the lighter water is turned to the north. 
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Tagish Lake observations! 

It ‘was desirable to determine "the outflowing circulation in a 
v,simpler setting than that offered by Marsh Lake. Tagish Lake was chosen 
because of its simple geometry, fairly safe ice, well=defined po1ynya,, 

‘ 

and the proximity of suitable lodging for a field party., The sampling 
’network\ is shown in Figure 14; lThe;bathymetry_ of the outflow region of 
Tagish Lake (Fig. 15) is somewhat better defined than in Marsh Lake by a 
denser coverage of stationsf“ Tagish Lake similarly has a .deep_outflow 
channel that! crosses from the centre ‘of the lake to the westward

- ‘shoreline. 

Drogues positioned along the line“ 1-8 could not be released, 
simultaneously for logistical reasons. ‘The trajectories of‘ the first 
batch of three are shown in Figure 16 and the second release, two days 
later, in Figure 17. All drogues were released at an average depth of 
6 m, except for an intermediate depth drogue, which was released at 9.6 m 
at, station 5. ’ The subsurface float of the deep drogue at station 6 
vreentered the ice hole and could not be used. 

The fact that the drogue paths appear to cross over one another 
when released concurrently is sufficiently remarkable to demand further 
coment. Either the drogues do not faithfully follow the streamlines or’ 
the outflow circulation is highly unsteady. The first.exp1anation is 
supported to'a certain extent by the tendency of the drogues to ground in 
Marsh Lake. Therefore, a postfield ‘laboratory test of the drogues was 
undertaken and is described in Appendix A. The stability of the Outflow

y 

current will be investigated in the_section on outflow stability. 

Despite these uncertainties in drogue behaviour, the drogue 
V 

speed normal to the line 1—§ served as the reference value of f1ow>in the 
yapplication of the thermal‘ wind equation to the cross section. since 
there were many more temperature and drogue readings across Tagish Lake! 

nathafi Marsh Lake,. it‘ is reasonable to compute the total transport and 
compare. it to the river discharge. The reference currents at 6pm depth .
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rAG,Is‘H LAKE 
Depth gm) 

Figure 15. 

Mamas‘ ' ’ 

'BaEhymetry (m) in outflow ié§i§h:6t iafiigh Lake.
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* were adjusted- slightly about the observed values to bring theh 
"cross-sectional“ transport into exact agreement with the winter discharge 
of “the Yukon‘ River ,of _l40 m3/s even though the observed reference 
currents yielded reasonable agreement. The pronounced tilting .of the 
isotherms ~seen in Figure 18a~is consistent with a highly _concentrated

I 

northward flow .off centre to the western _side of lthe lake between L_‘% 
stations 5 and A6 and atla depth of 3.m seen 'in Figures 18b._ Weak 
northward currents are found on the eastern side of the lake, while slow 
return flow obtains in the lowest 5 m on the western side of Tagish Lake; 

_ 

Although“ there were no drogue measurements on the transverse 
lines to either side of line le8 and the density structure is more poorly 

ldefined, the thermal wind method, was applied assuming the same nominal 
Evalues for the reference velocities and that the total transport is equal‘ 

V 

to the river discharge. iPerhaps then it is not surprising that muchithe 
same pattern of northward flow emerges in Figures: 19 and 20. The major 
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ldifference _is that the returnJflow.decreases closer to the outflow until. 
i 
at_line 13-11 there is no apparent southward flow.. 

An additional striking feature of the temperature sections of 

Figures 18' to 20 is the enhanced" near—surface{temperature of Tagishf 
Lake compared to that of Marsh Lake, While the temperature is nearly the :} 

same. at 10 m and even less at depths of 20 m, the average temperature-atd;:' 
bl-m_ depth is 0.8°C compared to 0,16°C in Marsh Lake. The reason’for the * 

fbetween? the inflow and outflow in Marsh Lake compared to a. much.lofiger‘: 

low -surface temperatures in Marsh Lake is unknown, but is conjectured-to 

be‘ associated with the relatively short transit“ time (about 2Q_days)“ \ 

time in Tagish Lake. gFor‘example,jif a vertical eddy diffusivity of 0.4-‘em 
. 

V 
A If . 

_7 cmf/s is assumed to hold in the upper 10 m of Marsh Lake on average,jthenyf 
.‘y;§:would take about 30 days for heat to diffuse from 10 m to the;surface,7 

. which is greater than the travel time of inflow water through Magsh Lakes} 
'finfortunately, because of an instrumentation failure, the temperature of

" 
the inflow required to 'make the calculation’ more precise could" not be." 

‘i,determined. _In any case, the much colder‘ nearssurface water in lMarsh L 

Lake. is likelyflto -be responsible for: the dis$§P§arance of_1the outflow“ 
i'1polynya ‘during the coldest part of the winter. ’Thi§ assertion will be 
‘.guantitative1y tested in. the. section on the *sensible heat; transfer 

between water and lake ice}_ Ll?~;L_ i 
V 

‘Ni .‘ A"_ if 

The observed drogue current at 6 mgis extrapolated to.a deoth of‘ 

1 .m by the thermal wind method’ and is plotted along with the‘ Price 
* current measurements made; on: March 12, 1985,i.in-shallow water ,in the ye 

_vicinity’~6f the ice-edge in Figure 21. Accompanying these flow vectors, 

.“;the;temperature at 1 m is plotted in Figure 21(rlln,the_deeper area, flow 
is concentrated ,ini"the western half of ythe lake,‘ but closer to the. 

iipolynyai there is appreciable flow at 1 
ml at several locations along the 

"shallow flanks of the channel at-the eastern side of the lake; Unlike in" 

Marsh Lake, Where the outflow polynya had recently frozen’ over and cut» 

off the effects of the wind, in Tagish Lake, 4the*openTwater-was fuliY 'A 

exposedt to a wind strength estimated to be 60 km/h when the Observations 
eerie‘ taken. It is possible that the large flows 'out~_si'de of’t:he_c,h_annel, 

._

"
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"are ‘due to transient wind efifects'and,ereen§t directly related t0 the 
' gcutflow current. Temperature at 1 m is generally lower where the current 
"':is strongest en the western side—cf the_lake. 

TAGISH LAKE 

Figure 21 Current’ and teruiperature '(°'C)'a_t i—’1_n depth (solid line), measured; dashed line, inferred); 

Finally, the ice thickness .distribution< "is .presented‘.in 
.u§igure 22 _for vthe period" March“ 6+12g 1985;n ;Clearly, there is- a‘ 
significant cross-lake gradient Tin‘ iced thickness as «well~a3. a less 
"pronounced. longitudinal thickening away from the outflow; Since the 
»thickness distributien may be viewed was a longjterm integrator of both 
the distribution of heat and flow in the lake, two factcrs are suggested: 

V 

theg4tilting.pfj:theg isotherms brings warmer water to the upper legels‘i” 
i shoreline .énd -the stronger; flow 'there also Wis; 

I: responsihle-feriincreasedgturbulent transport of heat tc the ice’from¢the T “ 

V 

;water:felThe data ccllected during the field’ experiments A" 

_)<;3;an.‘t2i£y‘;-.these;I ideas and‘ in 1‘.-'piartici_ular.to "deduce ‘the coefficient; ‘of » 

Fééhsihle heat transfer frcm waterato ice. 
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V. TAGISH I.»I_\K_E_ 

53. _so 
he * “ e a ‘ 

Figure 22. Measured ic_e . thickness (cm) at '1‘agi'_s,h ‘Lake, March 5-12, 1g3§_ The 
ap’proxi‘mate margin of the ice edge is estimated and given by the dashed 
line. 1 

' ' " 
- , 

‘ Thorpe Length Scale 

During ithe temperature survey of, Marsh Lake, pronounced f 

/temperature‘_inversions were noted in the upper layers of stations MH3f 
=MH1}, and MHlP1, These inversions were also. reflected in the.associated.i 

h,¢onductivity— profiles. Since it ‘seemed unlikely that the temperature
‘ 

. 

‘ inversions ewere, instrumental ‘in origin, it’ was ‘supposed‘that they 
’ represented shearéinducea overturning events ‘and were thus ;a@enable;to‘ 

‘the janalysis described by Dillon (1982);, As.ane example of one of these. 
J 

profiles,» the one at station‘ MH3, shown in Figure 23, was chosen since 
“,’estimates:of vertical shear were available from the previous analysis; 5 

.TheV first.step3of then analysis is tofreconstruct .the original‘ 
' temperature profile here by the objective method described by Papadakis 

(1981), which is shown as a «dashed line“in~Eigure%fi2§g* The vertical 

displacement of each point from its original position is determined.~ The 

root «mean square vertical displacement for the overturning event, known 

’as the Thorpe length, LT iscale, is 0.9 m for 'the-profile'at-MH3.- ‘The?
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Ozimidov length scale has been shown “by Dillon (1982) to be 80% of the 
Thorpe scale under most conditions. "In turn, the vertical eddy:A 

‘ diffusivity, kv, may be shown to be given by 

RV ef'f'(0.8 L'.1‘.)‘f2 N H 

A”§here 
_ 

H 
( 

ist the 'stabiiityV.frequency at temperature T ‘given _by 
'.._N2 ‘= 1:33 X. 10-4 (T24) aw/az and the gverticalgtemperature.gradient'is1 

‘given in degrees Celsius per.metre. JTf”gthe efficiency of conversion of 
‘turbulent kinetic energy to fiotential ~energy, eff; is assued' to be 5§/ 
(Fischer gt a§g,_;979)} then for the observed N of 7:1 X -1Q'3Vs‘1, the 
vertical eddy diffusivity is ’1.8'cm27s.' In the light off the previOus“ 
calculatipnz this esti.mate"_i_js a,'pt7'"to"be?.a“n 

’ 

«upper fortthe vertical‘ 
eddy diffusivity in Marsh Lake. :1 

_ 

. 

,2 

—.Terr_.~_pgraturé °c]
J 

.09‘ 

(m)

' 

in-9“A'?° 23* Wiféh I-Else: Fe.br\_19:ry 27; 1985.’ ‘ététicn MH3-"1 iipner pbztiounl» of observed temperature profile (solid line), mo"x':ot6ni\c_ ptofilé (damshpd lid’). 
.. 

'.The_ gradient Richardson—jnufiber ‘for this event may be roughly 
estimatedr from the thermal wind relation and, the stability frequency to 

_nbe 3- A1th5u9h this Velue is; too high to.account for the overturn, it
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1 1' 
stfabiiity 

3.‘ to investigate this hypothesis-further, a formula for the instabi1ity of 

'must_§be;horne in mind ,that the geostrophically determined_ shear over a 

yhaséline lof 500 m probably greatly underestimates’ithe true local shear. 
“It is notable that the three ovefturning_events were Qbserved to occur on 
the, eastern half Of the lake hhere the vertioal hshear is likely to, be 

*,highest. tsimilarrovertfirning events in the inflow region of Lake Labergei 

were observed by carma¢k_g£i3;; (1937). 
' ‘i" ‘i

V 

_x‘ 

_ 

in One .possible explanation for the observed .deviation of outflon 
‘direction: in Tagish .Lake (Figs.1 16 and ‘11)Iis‘ that the? concentrated," 

odtflowj current is\unstap1e and hence meandeis from one §ide_of the lake‘ 
:. to the other. Physically this gogld appear to he unreasonableidfle to the ‘_\. 

confining; influence of the longitudinal shoreline of the lageg 1In order 
I I 

ishearedjiflowgxin a stratified‘ rotating channelf of cdh§tafi§ iqépthiwas' 

“evaluatedq using the oapproxinaten geometry and stratification iof Tagish 

_ I Leia. ;,Aédording to the tady model reported py Lehlopd and Mysak (1978y,; 

2 disturBances3.of’wave1efi§th, N, or greater, are possible int channels of 
'- breadth, 1, if 

V I 1 i 
A". 1

i 

’ 

})5,8 . 
nn~» 

where’ r is the Rossbj radius of deformation, in the case =of‘theVTa§ishs 
A 

outflow, ’0.8 km. If we ‘take as the channel? width the inidth at ither . 

thfidfdepth ‘at line 1:8 of ,1.6 km, then disturbances with ~wavelengths at 

,9vieast“_as. long, as 2.7 kmt; would be unstable, which is possibxe in 
' 

fffégish Lake; gNote that the cross—channel-mode, n, must be unity, meaningi'. 

modes are always.stable,r;Eurthermore, it is;of_:7 
’ ijigtéresti to evaluate the-oeriodicity of this distu;5anceL; From the Ead§i 

model, the disturbance. gropagates._with half the ’mean speed, With .an
A 

assumed: mean speed of 1 om/s at station 8, “theX§efiodLof1theLwave"w6uld1 

be r6£2§ days: "Thfis the twoeday;period betfieen the drooue'experiments of 

figures: 16 and 17 would be nearly sufficient for the flow to shift from, 

, _» 

’ 

o
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_ 

say,~»ar peak to a "trough of the wave. Because of the extremely 
apfiroximate nature of the theory of baroclinic stability, all that ean be 
ooncluded from this analysis is that the observations are consistent with 
Athe' theory;—but it may_ not be proven with absolute certainty that the 
a§parent”—deviation.of the drogue traoks is due to the instability of the 
outflow. 

' 
' 

’ 
' 

i

’ 

It is of some interest to investigate the Marsh Lake outflow for 
baroclinic instability: "Since the inflow has not. mixed with the deeper 

\ . 

layers to the same .extent as in ]Tagish Lake, a more jappropriate 
idealization of the thermal structure is a two—layer model.‘ In_this1case‘ 
we may take from Figure 13 the upper layer-as 10~m depth} the lower layer 
as '20 m, and mean"layer‘temperature_of 0;75°C’ and 2.59C7:respectively.~ ‘ 

e Assuming“ al wioth of the7 lake; 1/ at the" depth iof the thermocline of 
13oQ_.m; we vghave >£;¢m'_ieB1ona_'and’” Myéak (1§7é)j “for instabilityv 
X2h7l)39 S (1/iiéf - (nn/1)? where r iis the two—layer31Rossby radius of 
deformation{° Since X?‘ is ‘negative even for ;p§i:1;s§sfi5aé,_ it would 

I appear that the outflow Marsh Lake is stablel" 

» free sur’f'aée._i_s drawn down.
I 

interpretation’ lof'i;theh;somewhat” ‘irregular 4behaviour't 
'dén5nstrated,’?bY. the‘ drogue Iééfifis ,'§9ta forth‘ hefg."is y_baro¢linic 
instability. Aniihe ‘recent wlaporatory Vexperiments” ~ofi” Monismith' and 

‘ 

,Magwb£tfiy‘7(198ajiha&e shown"thaE iaige eddies forminear the outflow at«ai 
later" stagei off transient withdrawal Vfrom a “rotating stratified box, 
Their experiment aiffers from the lake outflow as in_their experiment the 

J.. 

‘ $ehsible Heat Transfer Between Water and Lake lee —L‘ 

Afialisisy 

Aj__ iransports' in turbulent boundary; layers are often represented 
i1f§£"theapur§oses of engineering calculations%by.bulk-tranSpQrt formulas. 
Byi analogy with ithe Vatmospheric boundazyirlayer, where_ fluxes_ are 
parameteriiedi normally in fe§ms'of mean quantities measured at a height . 

Of 10 m above thé boundary, in the case of ice,f the quantities will be 
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taken at a height of;1,1m below the boundary. From the requirement for 
continuity; of stress hacross‘ the_ airewater boundary *andf fromv the 
proportionality of.bonndary layer thickness to the ffiction velocity, the 
height in .water is of_ the order= of finéigifigggé; _of-the”fheight of 
afimoS'pheriiq h boundary layer? h Although -the h height .would he __. onl?y}.a.bQu,t. 
30 "cm employing this/ reasoning, 1 m is flchosen for thej sake gof 
Tconvenience, 

I 

‘ xihev sensible heat flux, H, in fa turbulent atmospheric boundary 
"layer'is‘given'by' 

Vvwhéféx p]ié the densifyf C§- the thermal heat capacity; AT ‘ana;pfa;¢~;ne 
V 

airfwater ‘temperature difference and flow eyaluated at_a height of 10,h§ 
"and ”Cg is the; sensible heat trénsfer coefficient of yaluefi.1.§ 2 i653 

"Hf: 
p c, CP AT U, .‘ 

_ 

' 

_. r 
i ,ll)‘ 

(Fischer et‘§l;[ l9?9).V However, they note ithat this coefficient ¢pn1d" 
vary‘ from 0}8”i7l0’3 for Very stable conditions to 1.6 ‘x~10?3 foriyery 

. unstable“ conditions.- While this sensible heéé ‘transfer coefficient has'f 

fbeen found by Gilpin gt El; (1359) to vary between 0.6 and 1;O_x 1Of3 in- 
’*the/ laboratory, depending on ice_conditions;'it .had not to the<writer’s 
knowledge beén_observed‘ in the" field prior fto the initiationgofr the 
‘study. :iit_is proposed to infer Cs appropriate to the turbulent hpundary

' 

«layer ‘on the underside of the ige by four independént ap§roaches.and_the”~ 
data, base collected during the study. It is"assufied_that filow_ next to 
the ice is sufficiently vigorous to createla turbulent'boundary'layer;A 

‘It may be noted from 24 that the temperature at’ l m ish
' 

constant normal to the outflow;‘ Thus the heat advected horizontally into 
a control volue encom§assing- the 0.5°C isotherm. must egual the ‘heat 

flowing out.’ Therefore,‘ only‘ heat transfers in ~the vertical need be 

considered. i‘The vertical diffusive flux of heat may be written as pcpkg 
a‘T/afz _and- the 'advecti\Ié as pCpkv wir "where -Wis“ “the vertical 
velocity. Vfihen it f0l10W8 ffiat 

1 
we I

\ 

Q’. 
I-3 

n 
WT + kv 

C9"; 
. 

‘UT 
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Here ‘W is estimated to be 2.4 x 10*3 cm/s from the slope of the 0.75°C 
isotherm and the drogue speed at station 17 along with the assuption of 
U*,VT=0. 
4/11 and kv is 130 cm?/s, which is‘within the limiting values established 
earlier,-then C5 = 1.2 x 10‘3. 
héat;,~the diffusive. flux Fis twice the advective flux. The principal 
shortcoming‘ of this method.is the assumption of.a value forr kv and the 
poor knowledge of W. 
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Figure 24. * 
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«A8 a second approach, the .control volume may_be taken between 
the :surface _and bottom at stations 16 and 4/11 in Figure 24.~-The 
horizontal. flow at station 16_ was not measured directly, but mayw be 
inferred pfrom the conservation of mass. If no heat flux is derived from 
-the bottom sediments, the cdnservation of heat equation again gives_C,V 

16 .o 

-' * 4/11 '
‘ 

0 
‘ 
T15 U16 dz 9. ‘E4/11 U4/ll dz 

B15111 ~ 
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If U is taken to be 6 cm/s from the measurement at station- 

In the estimationtofilthe-vertical flux of.



"~‘< 

- For‘ the purposes of.this‘ calculation, the velocity profile7 is 
‘assumed. to. vary .perabolically such_ that the. transports through -each\ 

station are equal, the horizontal separation between the stations,;l, is 

400 ‘m, and Uiv is the average lem flow over= 1 assued to: be 4:9.cm/s; 
From the observed temperature readings at each station, C,‘ is determined 
to7 be -5.7 ii“ 1073. ‘This method is probably- less accurate :than_the- 
_previous one as it could be in error due to uncertainty in the assumption ».~

' 

of ae parabolic velocity profile_ particularly at station‘l6;~ ,It is ‘ 

possible that the flow is asymmetric with larger transport in the upper 
‘ 

half so that heat flux through station 16 is too large resulting in a 
-K I 

: 
V 

I 
V 

‘I _. 

corresponding overestimate of—Cs. 

To further.investigate.€he possibility of Kan overestimation of 
the hhorizontal ‘heat flux. from the parabolic ‘profile, an .asymmetri¢ 7 4 

_cntrent ‘profile was assumed based on the roughness differences ebetween 
L_1ice sand the bottom. according to the river measurements of Alford and 

Carmack (1987). This _assuption reduced the value of C3 somewhat to 
5 x 10-3. A further source of asymmetry. in the velocity profile is due 
to. the influence of stratification /of ‘the: outflow ‘or selective 

e 

iwithdrawal, which acts to supress the.vertica1 component of the flow and~ 

fenhance the outflow beneath the ice. A two-dimensional nuerical model 
of the outflow was developed,-which is described in Part III.’ The model 
_calcu1ation_ yielded a value of c, of 3.7 x 10*3; which may still be too 
large. It’ is concluded that. the flow~ fields near" the outflow is- 

_.sufficiently three-dimensional in nature to invalidate a twofidimeneionalfp 

assumption. > 

A third method is motivated by the ice thickness in the outflow 
region, which was seen to.vary inversely with the velocityaat 1 me For‘ 

. example, the ice thickness‘is 45 ;cm at statidn 4/11 where the speed ié 

‘§:2' cm/s; ‘while at pstationi 16 the ice thicEness_ is 69 Icm and ‘the 

estimated ‘speed‘ is 1.4 cm/s; The ice. thickness measfiieé -across the‘ 

outflow passage on Marsh-Lake on two occasions eight days apart is showny 

in "Figure 25} If the ice thickness is H and the thermal conductivity of N 

ice Ki is 2.3 J/°C/m, the steady heat conservation equation stating:that_p 

the sensible heat flux supplied to the underside of the iceCisfconducted,»‘
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’i;hrough-the ice to the snow cover may be written 

I K:T-
. 

- ‘dH A 
1 31 

_ = LP; HE 
= - 

H 
- C’ P GP T"1.U"1t 0 

§hére~ L is the latent heat of fueion. and 1,1 is the sugiace tempe;§§u:e' 
5of. the ice assued to be tpe observed Whitehprse air temperature average 
{§f“9.33°C o§e: two weeks_§:ior~to Maréh 1, 1985 (February 16-23)- 
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‘In this study, it is assfimed t§et the $hofi,¢bver wes too thin‘ 
(55 cm) ‘end substantially incteaee the temperatfige ef“ 
the ice. a§erége ice ffiickhess, the differefice in ice thi¢khess,_£he 

1, énd the flow at 1'm on-March 9, 1985, 
yielded La value of: c;. off o.53"x 16-3 i o)25 ‘x 10‘3‘.based an’ 19_ 
obeepvetion points aeross the outflow.. 
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While this method" is probably the most accurate_of the; four 
methods applied to this problem, .it is subject nonethQ}ess ’to'large 
errors. As ‘far as the field data are concerned, "the error in ice 
thickness is probably at lleast 5 cm, the field temperatures fwere not 
‘measured _on the same day as the current and‘ ice thickness, .and the 
currents ‘themselves would,have a‘ large relativeferror in“ the threshold. 
response ‘region. Finally} another source" of error is the model 
dformulatioh. For example, the effect of radiation on the ice temperature 
has been ignored. 

‘The final .method of estimating C5 is‘ similar to .the second 
. method, where the heat flux from the surface to the bottom is computed 
.and ‘equated Vto ;the_ surface heat flux. The difference his that,~ in 

-addition, ,the lateral contribution to the heat balance is included. The 
‘horizontal heat flux along the axis of the lakefis_computed 'by summing" 
‘the’ product. of~ temperature’ and normal flow over the cross section. 

bs.heturning to Figures 18 to_20, we find that the heat flux across line 2+7 
is‘ 7.36 x 105 kJ/3,- that across line 14-12 it is 7.85 x .105 kJ/s, aha. 

.across line 13-11 it is 7.63 2 105 kJ/s. The least squares best fit the 
line passing through line 14-12, and averaging the heat fluxes of the two 
down-lake. lines yie1ds)an average rate of heat loss of 3.72 2410‘ kJ/km,.e 

_The heat flux through the ice surface over_the lake surface area 

(assuming an average width of 1.9 km and based-on the assumption of an. 
_.a’v_e_:;sage._’ ‘speed at 1' mof 1 cm/s and average’ temperature of_0.8°C) is’ ‘ 

equated »,to this .average heat loss. ,_Thes1sensible .heat?atransportv 
« coefficient "is then (0.58 1 0.3) x 10'3. "it is noted thfit the hea9 flux 

through lline 1-8‘ is- calculated ignoring stations ’1 and 8 in order to 
elcorrespond more closely with the sampling distribution on lines;14—12 and‘ 

‘, 13e1l.;: It is evident in Table 1 that the.computed heat flux across the’ 

T shallom line 13-11 sis larger than that of the centreline. _ 
The large 

error tin this _calculation. arises from the fact that the *lines are so 

‘closed together and hence it. is_necessary to subtract tgo_large.nubers 
.fromi one another. finfortunately, due ‘to unsafe ice conditions. farther 

from the_outflom, it was notepossible to-measute the Cfoss;secbi9ha} heat. 
transport, farther from. the outflow, which: mould provide La .largef 

ddifference‘betueen heat transports.
2
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Table 1. vcross-sectiqnally Averaged Quantities, Tagish Lake 

. Cross-sectional . 
1» ~s 

. ; 
ijLine' area « Discharge_ Heat flux 

4 

U1_o* 
station A (n?) (m3/s} ,, 1 (kJ/s)i ’ (cm/s) 

14412 2.81 x 104 . 

" 137~ 7.85 x 105 1 05“ 
;7r2 -2.24 x 104 V 

a 

. 140 7.36 x 105 1.08 
13-11 1 43 x 104 A, 136 7 63 x 105 1.2 

* Breadtheaveraged current at depth of 11m. 

;Discussion» 

In summary, three. oi: the .four independent _methods-used ’to
V 

calculate .the sensible heat transfer coefficient are consistent with one 
another and result in an overall arerége value oi (0-3 i 0«3)_x l0"3., A 

1 fourth method dependentron an assumed parabolic distribution of flow for 
"the heat flux computation yields a much larger value of Cs and therefore 
is not’ included in the average.. It _is noteworthy that the average 
‘sensible: neat transfer coeffi¢ient;determined_in this study is less than 
the neutrally stable atmospheric.boundary;layer value of 1,45 x 1O‘3 and 
that it is =within'thep uncertainty of the laboratory .measurements of 
Gilpin et a1. (1980). 

Sincei the ‘completion of? the »field study, two recent field 
\investigations have come to light on the transfer or heat between 
‘seawater; _and ice. In ~their ‘fiield investigation, Bogorodskiy and 
Sukhorukovf~(l983) determined a value of C3 of 133” x 10'3 from seat ice 
melting rates, as did Josberger and Meldrum (1985), who stated_a value or 
0,$ r,1Q'§ measured ,at a depth of 2.55 m below the ice.e Their value 
Vcould be too low because they ignored the heat flux through the 1—m-thick 

.. ice ‘sheet, which could lead to a 16% error in half of their experiment. 
It is interesting that they obtained larger values of‘ C3 during’ the‘ 
;second ‘half of their experiment when the neglect of heat flux in the ice_ 
would_ be only an error of several percent. rFor this reason the value in 1 

.the .seqond part of the experiment is taken as 1 x 10'3 int place of the.
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hQ:§ix.10'3.l.Unfortunately Josberger and Meldrum do not provide estimates 

ypof the roughness height so that the two estimates cannot be compared Egg; 
ih)comon"height.' Howe6er,Vif a typical value of a *sea icetroughnéss of 
.0.00l.m’4(Lang1eben} 1982) is assfiga, then their value of<c; of 1 g ;o?3 

_ 
becomes; 1.3 xi 10'?. at a depth of 1 m maccording to ;the logarithmic 

. boundary layer theory. Unfortunately, Bogorodskiy and Sukhorukov did not 
publish‘ the depth at whichftheir measurements were taken so that vit:is 

e Aimpossible__to compare results.‘ It does appear, however, that athe lake" 
"‘ice7*transfer rates of sensible heat between water and ice are somewhat 
'.lower than in sea ice. “ ‘T 

It is difficult to estimatei the error of the. determination inx 
"the present study. It would be safe to assume that the error bounds 
, associated with. the‘ thickness 7measuremefits would apply. »ft “is 

— .¢§ncluded‘as well that the three methods are not sufficiently accurate to: 

yallow the effect of boundary layer stability to be determined. 

e‘:Application’ 

._ 
It" is assumed in the application”ofj the sensible heat-transfer 

formula that the flow at-1 -m is fully turbulent.f This’ would likely be 
‘yalid for flows as low as 1 mm/s in the absence of stratification. 

Due to the failure of the temperature profile: near theyoutflow, 
.it is impossible to estimte the distribution of heat flux from the water 
to- the ice in detail.’ In general, in Figure_26»there is.a trend-towards 
larger {heat fluxes near the outflow and on the western side of the lake. 

this ‘pattern corresponds closely to the ice thickness distribution shown 
.for the Tagish outflow region in Figure 22. dsimilérly, in the Marsh Lake 
outflow *section in Figure 24. an estimated heat flux at the outflow line 
of i157 W/mg corresponds to an ice thickness of‘ 45 cm;?whereas farther 
from. the'outflow at’ station 16, an estimated heat flux? of 65 W/m2 15 

associated with ice thickness of 60 cm. 

The relatively high heat fluxes in the 'regio "of station N4rihl 

Tagish Lake do not agree1with* the general pattern of ice thickness and
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fimsiums 

\‘F:l.gu‘re 26. heat ‘flux; distribution, Tagish 1'.'.a\ke (W/m2). 

heat flux elsewhere; _ It is conjectured that the measured current ‘is 
transient’ in nature caused by the-wind" stress divergence ins thejopenfl 
water 'nearby associated with the observed storm, conditions. Continued 
high heat fluxes in this shelf region of the outflow would lead to rapid — 

thinning of the ice. The results of this section have been summarized bye 
_Hamb1in and Carmack (1990). 

’.dutf1ow~Description 

- The previous section on transfer of heat between water.and lake 
. ice has dealt with one aspect oi‘ polynya formation and maintenance} the 

- upward lfiux of heat from §he.water to the» ice in a turbulent boundary 
layer respensible for thinning the ice. The other determining process is 
the‘ upwelling of heat bf advection of the outflow, iFigures_12, l3; l7,_ 
n18,_'l9, and 21 cshcw that the!" outfilow isf ‘highly Lconcentrated and 

ithfiee-dimensional in nature._ if a one—dimensional simulation model-is to ; 

be developed capable iofigitreating outfilow po1ynyas,‘ then the upwelling ’ 

will have to be parameterized in some way in the model.
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1 

The concentration of flow at the outlet itself;. seen in
A 

Figures l2 and 21, at the\deepest portion of the outflow cross sections 
suggests that friction may be the cause. To test this hypothesis} we may 
assume ‘that the outflow acts as a broad river of irregular cross section 
of line N1 to N16 in Tagish Lake (Fig. 27), which may be divided into a _ 

left-hand main channel and a shallow right-hand~ berm.‘ The customary: 
‘ assumption is that the same overall surface pressure gradient applies to 
.eac§‘ subsection (Henderson, 1966). According to Henderson, the ratio of 
average velocities in_ each section is proportional to the ‘two-thirds 

;.power of the ratiol of‘ the half depths (area divided by the wetted 
.perimeter). Allowing for 60% of the total flow of 140 m3/s through the 

j section of Figure 27 yields an average conveyance channel velocity "of 

'4.8 cm/s and a right-side channel velocity of 2.9 cm/s. _Since1the right 
V*berm‘=value on the average is about the level of the threshold ofv the 

current meter, it would be expected that the current meter would at least 
register (some flow in .the shallow section. It is concluded gfrom'this 
simple" analysis that while friction is important in channelling the_flow: 
‘through the main channel there'mustt be other factors at work too in 

:,paccounting form the" disproportionate Vflow conveyed through *the.main
\ channel. 

The question of outflow dynamics and others sparked by the field 
.observations- in this section on outflow description and Part I will be j‘ 

explored by mathematicalv modelling and ’by analytical methods in: Part 
III. As well, background information on empirical methods of supplying 

F surface energy components and river water temperatures will be examined 

in support of thermodynamic modelling of ice-free and ice-covered lakes. 

- Main? —+» 

Channel

I 

<—— Right Berm. j 
~~~ ~~~~ ~ ~~ 

Depfl1(m) 

9’ 

Figure '27 Outflow cross section of line N1 to N10, Tagish LIk°- 

/.
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.outlined< schematically in Figure 28a Carmack 

Inflow.~ 

VPARTIII: THE PHYSICS AND NUMERICAL MODELS’ OF 
CIRCULATION AND THERMAL REGIMES IN.» 
LAKES AND RIVERS 

Introduction 

The physics of the ice-covered or- winter through-flqw in lakes- 
:is a well-defined problem in rotating stratified hydraulics that has’ 

‘ 

,StigebrandtAX1978) was the’ 
first to identify the essential nature of.Awinter’throuQh-flow in lakes, 
received. scant attention in the literature. 

that 
flows trom one end of the lake to the’ other, 

is, a flow fiield composed of an entrance jet, a steady nearisurface 
and a withdrawal iarea, as 

a less-detailed picture of winter through-flow in Lake Laberge. 
discussed in Parts I and II and additional data presented in Carmack gt 
§l.. (1987) are highly suggestive that three iones of flow, entrance, 
internal circulation, and outflow, are not independent, but interact with 
one another. -$his"possibility was not_recognized,<by'Stigebrandt, who. 
treated each, reéime separately. 

Enfiance », 
Mixing Outlet 

p .4 '—.+———Gradua|ly varied through-flow—_—_——.l 
N _ V 92' V(IIIII)};;Il;iI/Ill)IIIIIIIIIIIllllIllllil;)}i;Igl}IlI}IlIIIlIlII7§ \ 

Outflow layer‘ 

Entrainrriehilasaere 

V¢V:".COUflteI;f|Qw R
'

z

~ 
figure '28. Schematic, of winter through-flow. 
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Unlike the ice-free period, where



turbulent amixing—driven by ;atmospheric forcing largely determinesithe‘ 1

, 

A density structure of the lake,‘ the outflow and inflow_ are connected by 
means of the through-flow. The closely related ‘proble ‘of ‘selective 

withdrawal has been studied in containers in which the-surface is drawn 
’A_down. -Thus, while .it ydoes-not directly applyahere, this ‘theory does 

_provide a useful preliminary guide. 

Briefly; mpst of the mixing between the_ inflow and lake o¢cut§*wVT 
J_close "to the inflow in the zone shown as entrance mixing in Figure 28, 
«The augmented flow, consisting "of the original inflow plus the‘ fluid. 

entrained ‘from the.lake water, proceeds from the entrance mixing Eone to" ' 

~Mthe. outflow region, where the outflow portion is drawn up to supply&theg— 
iloutflows and they entrainment layer "is iturned around to ebecome the 
counterflow. ‘iThe .interfacial boundaries. of the through-flow= are‘ 

. noticeably einclined along the axis of the lake in order to overcome
' 

‘ frictional ;resistance in accordance with the‘ theory.of gradually varied 
'_ internal .fl0w, except at the outflow where downwelling is evident and ate 

the eentrance where the data and analyses to follow indicate the presence 
I 

of an internal hydraulic jump. Although the three flow regimes_(namely; 
inflow, ithrough-flow, and outflow) are coupled, each will be discussed

_ 

’separately, . 

' Outflow Dynamics - 

'}‘The 5simplest method bf modelling ithe upwelling of the ‘outflow 

woulde be to assume that at least the core flow is -potential flow; -The 

,well-known “potential solution for flow into the.'eorner of a- wedge has 
‘streamlines— intermediate in slope »between ’the confining fwalls. For 
:“esample,. in the case of the Tagish Lake_outflow of Figures 18 to 20; the 

bottom slope is approximately‘? x l0'3 so fithat the 2°C isotherm, in the. 

‘ 

absence: of mixing, ought] to have a slope of 4;5— x 10‘3 and the 1.5°G —. 

isotherm;_ a slope of 2 x-1053_according to potential flow theory; Vsincel, 

the 5observed slopes are 1.5 3 l0’3 and 8 3 19“g respectively, §b0ut- 

onefthird:”of=thefe3pepted value, there must_be somefseléctive withdrawal; 
of« the outflow by the stratification of the fluid near the‘ outflowgqgh‘
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3im;1a; analysis for the Marsh~ Lake outflow between stations 15 and 16 
shows _that the observed slope of 1°C isotherm is about one half of that 
expected by potential Vtheory. In this case, this observation is_in 
"agreement with the -expectation that the influence of vertical densityv. 

. 
stratification would be weaker so close to the outflow. 

‘ In order to model the outflow polynya, it is .necessary to 
’ 

mathematically describe the. heat flux associated with the outflow and’ 
temperature distribution under (the ice.k‘ As-a first step, it is‘~inr 
structive 'to_ find out ’}if the outflow is *dominated ‘by either 
viscous-diffusive effects «or by inertial,‘ effects. 1 From the’ 
twb-dimensional outflow theory described by Fischer gt al, (1979), we may 
compute an outflow Froude number, Fr = q/NL?, and a Grashof number,, 

_ Gr 5' NZL4/kvz, where L is the" length of the lake; in the case of Marsh 
_ 

Lake, 28 km. Taking a value for N2 of 6.8 x 10'3‘s‘2 for Marsh Lake,‘a 
‘vertical eddy diffusivity for heat, kv, of 10'? m?/s_and a discharge per 
‘unit ‘width,’ q, of 168/_500 #,= 0,153 m3/sh,‘ it follows 

._ 

that Fr = 5.2'x 10-8 
land‘ Gr = 4.1 x 1021. .Since the product FrGr1/3 is 0.82, the outflow may 
be classified as between viscous-diffusive and inertial. 
(As the ice sheet is a plane of symmetry, the discharge is taken as twice 
the outflow of 84 m3/s.) "On the other hand, if the outflow is considered 
as ‘three-dimensional, Lawrence (1980) has obtained the transition 
parameter Q/(Lki), which is much larger than unity, suggesting inertial 

A dominance "of the selective withdrawal. 
' 

In Tagish Lake, the outflow is 
"similar. because the much greater length of the lake compensates for the 
greater discharge of 140 m3/s. In this case, the depth of the withdrawal 
layer, D"(outflow"layer/thickness), may be given by D sg5;5 Gr'1/5 L or 
138.5 m and from three-dimensional theory by (Q/N)1/3 or 32 m. 

_A' theory of stratified- withdrawal dominated bye viscosity and 
.diffusivity, in a Steady twoédimensional outflow has been given by‘ Koh 
_(1956)5 In his S0luti0nr Koh did not consider the under-ice flow problem 
so ‘that 

‘a number of important ,effects were? ekcluded, namely, the 
nonlinear dependence of density on temperature, the zero flow condition 
at the ice water boundary, and the flux of heat being proportional to the



‘product of vel9city and (temperature at l_ m depth. Qflonetheless, it is 
still possible to ‘determine _the general nature .of the heat flux from 

‘I 

” 

Koh’s similarity.meth9d,. Toma first approximation close to the ice, U is 
Q proportional: to y/X2/3 and T varies as y4/x5/3 so that the vertical heat, 

M flux depends on y5/x7/3 where‘ yxis the vertical “coordinate.wi£h.—the 
origin 7at the ice/water boundary and x is the horiiontal distance from 
.the.;outflow. ‘At a fixed depth,‘ then, the heat flux is. prOP§rtional‘to 
X‘?/3' jwhich appears to be a much too rapid fall:off. with horiiontalfl 
distance.,' Physically, the "vertical diffusion; term Qiffuses. away the 
sharpened.vertical temperature gradient caused by vertical upwelling into 
the sink and thus temperature field is not changedi until the_immediate 
vicinity of the outflow is reached where vertical advection dominates the 
balance. 5Alternatively, a low Prandtl number model is advanced in_which 
avertical diffusion of temperature is ignored in favour of pure advection. 
In the case of advection in a two-dimensional flow, it is well known that 

the ,isotherms must be parallel to the flow lines so that the temperature 
field is a function rof stream function. ‘The requirement of ‘nonlinear . 

'density- may be‘ accounted for in the similarity equation._ With these 

simplifying manipulations,p it is also possible ‘to7 seek ‘similarity 
:.solutions ;for the_ horizontal vorticity equatipn. In rthis case, the- 

similarity-_variable, Z, is y/[vqx/gB(AT)2]1/4: where v is the" QQQY 
fviscosity‘ assumed _to be 10'5m?/s, 9 ris‘ 6.8 x 10‘5/C2, AT ‘is the 

temperature difference across the outflow, rand g .the acceleration of 

gravity. As in the case of Koh’s model, it— rs.assumed that the first 

derivative of the similarity function, which, _isf proportional t9 
‘horizontal velocity, varies as the similarity variable. - This. is 

«necessary. since the velocity must ‘go to zero at :the ice/water surface. -~ 

A'Thus the discussion is confined to the region.belowf the icé'where‘the. 
V 

outflow?induced current is decreasing upwards.i This assumption is valid 

no.2 to 1. In this region, the form of the temperature distribution oughtj 
since,‘ with the parameters specified, the¢range.of interest of Z is from 

to behave as ‘ 

, 

” 
, n 

v 

" 
a. 
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where ED is temperature at the depth, D, and 

ln' the above expressions,_the numerical‘ constant of unity has 
been determined appreximately by reference to the fiield_data of Marsh and 
Iagish ’1akes rather than by iselving the similarity equations directlyt 
Finally, we may infer that the heat flui firom the fiatei to the iee may be 
given according to equation (1) by 

V i 

A 

i
A 

b ca 
. , . . 

H = 3-" p cp gy3sA<AT)3/(xv) ~ < a 

e 

s-. (2) 

where y is, of eoufse, taken at depth of 1 m.‘ It is’ neted that the 
.discharge' per unit‘ uidth,, q, does nbt explicitly appear/ in this 
‘expression, which is probably due to simple linear.dependenge,assumed-fer 
vthe_ :behaviour of ‘the similarity function End’ the ‘limitations’ of_ 
similarity, 

1 
As an exémblé of the appliéation "of this formula, consider 

the case Qfv Tagish ‘Lake where‘ TD Wis 2.5°C at 3depth, D, of A1,m atia 
distance “of 3 km ‘ from then outflow, the ,heat flux Tis_1oiw/m? atia 

_'—<i;it§t,ahc5fe of 3070 m, 1oo‘~w/m2'K‘a'Lt'3o m, a,hq1oo'o-,W/m2'at 3 m. u5his'436-:9 

flux indicates that the pdlynya should.be at least 30 m in-length as this 
heat flux is much larger than the heat flux thrbugh a 104cm layer of ice .‘ 
Q: -345 W/m? at an average air temperature of -15°C; ‘This figure of 345 
W/m? may_be compared to the March mean heat lbss.of an arctic polynya of 
329 W/m? (Den Hartog gt al., 1983) or 380 W/m2 for sensible and’ 

' 

evgpo:ative' heat flukes: oyer the St. Laurence Island ‘po1ynya.(Eease,V: 
~~ 

-In the’ case tof‘/Mafsh Lake, the value ”of, the appropriate« 
strati£iGétion*}parameter is somewhat ambiguous as the average value ef'N 

;may not<-apply‘ in .a ,two-1ayer~—situation. An application ef"the

\
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t:'two—dimensioha1 theory of Fischer et El. (1979, equation 5.82) suggests-t"’ 

that‘ withdrawal depth, D, may occur_in the epilimnion_ etc a depth of‘ 
11,6'm. ' 

‘ 

' 

' 

' ' 

D: 
'[A&g]i/2 

l -t <3>j 

P
. 

V 

where Ap is the edefisity difference between ‘the tgp Ahoy bottom of the _ 

epilimnioh. Thus,: if wet tahe the temperature _at the: base of‘ the¢' 

epilimnion of 1}5°C as the AT in equation (2), it followé that the heat 
'y:iuxV_at‘3«km firom the outlet is 2;4 W/m?, 24 w/m2 at.3d0 m, and 2§0jW/m? 
_at.;30 m from Since this last value is lleés than the heat 

yrflug requireq to melt an ice layer of 10 cm in thickness} it 15 likely‘ 
'that‘ the polynya _does not exist when air temperatures are as cold"as,t;h 

” él5‘C on average. 

lt‘;has'been stated earlier-that the fiiscbus theory;ie indicated 
according ‘to the value of the parameter.R‘ ofefieeher(gt-g;.fl(1979); bgtj el 

_ that diffusiye effects oh the temperature field are not ’realistic}—;Ifi"' 
’ the Tafiilication of equation (2), it is_recommendéd the?‘ the with&raval"‘t 

§epth_ at ~which .temfieratfire AT- is determihedfigbefcofipfitedy either frofi _.‘v' 

tzéqfiation (2) in a twoilayereeituation or by_ 

':’ih1_the ‘case’ of .uniform; S§;atification“after»~the inertia1<»theory.qf’ 

-flFiécher ~gt Eli (1979). %Equation (4) applied to Iagish Lake results in,a 

_ yalue of D of 120-m, or ii other words the bottom depth. 
’,that;:by use of inertial withcrawal formulae} 2the,digcherge enters the‘ 

heat flux expression (2)-through the depth at.which3the temperature AT i8i 

determined.
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This analysis- of outflow dynamics- is concluded by the 
‘recommendation that equation (2) along -with.the companion formulae ,(3) 
_andi‘(4):be tested by application to the formation of the polynya of Lake 
Laberge employing the simulated temperature profiles of the model DYRESM 
.‘§gtterson§ and Hamb1in,.1988)., Typical observed polynya areas have been 

’i-determined from satellite and aerial photographs by Carmack gt §l:;(l987)' 
‘for the headwater‘ lakes; if "this simple approach fails,“ then itv is 
poss/ibl'e that the low Prandtl“ number sh-imjil-_ar~it-y_.ejquation (Koh,‘_i_196"6:) 

. .1 

[ Tr] f‘ 

Z, 2 5" 

with "the conditions _i:f(0)« =’f‘i('0) = f‘ii(..) = Q f(oo) = 1 be solved. for
‘ 

rthei~yelocity and temperature .field numerically. it “may be noted °that 
_ similarity does not allow.for a realistic surface boundary condition for 
temperature, ‘ahd asja result does’not permit -an exchahge.of heat to{the' it 

,; ice, -A more -exact treatment’ would require a full“ twosdimensional _, 
«“solution,' which is beyond the: scope of a -one-dimensional thermal

\ 

simulationr model. "The vQbViOuSp shortcoming iof”formula (2) is~ the 
h‘difficultyiWinfspecifyihg5 AT? ‘Equations (3) and i(4) may provide only" 
_epproximationsL_ .Also; it is noted _that the depth is much greater thanV. 

' the discharge depth in the development of the theory; 

In ;SOme Casesn in pthe development of the theory, it. has been_ 
*aissum_ed'._t’hetr the outflow is two-diinensinonail in nature; This idealizatioh 

" could only hold in long, narrow lakes such as Marsh, iagish, and Laberge. 
However, the outflow of Atlin Lake and others is at a mid-axis point, 
where Iclearly “the outflow would ‘be better idealized by axisymmetric 

—,wifihdrawal ‘theory. Examination of the axisymmetric equations revealed 
"that a similarity does not exist, but that a solution of the form F(Y)/r 
"exists for a limited range of r yielding a heat fluxidependence on radial" 

~ distance, r, proportional to ATQ2/r§h where Q is the“ discharge (Koh, 
1966}. Therefore, the radial~dependence of heat-flux falls off much more

N 

rapidly with horizontal distance, r, from the outlet. This dependenoe,on"
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on outflow dynamics} 

.the radius and its effect on— polynya area ought to be testahlelfrom . 

A _aerial :and.satellite observations of the polynya area of Atlin Lake when 
combined cwith lake survey andvmeteorological data. .The withdrawal depth 

n.m.ay'be giyen by- the formula of- Law”r'e[nce (19.80).,. (Q/N)-1‘/3»; 

‘Three+Dimensional Effects 

”;"7’The. outflow dynamics so far discussed -either assume'horizontalf 

,honogeneity *across the ilake ori axial symnetry, lthus ruling. out such 
three*dimensional effects as the earth's rotation. vThese effects will 
explored here by means of a vertically integrated approach, but first we_ 

fretufn to’ the simple two-dimensional case discussed in the previous 

.v A three-dimensional coordinate system;-Figure 29, has its-origin, 

at the surface; the x—axis directed along-the channel in theidirectionfoff 
flow;5 the Y-axis transverse to the flow_.and increasing leftuards of the‘ 

flow,-and.the i}axis is taken positive upward from the ice/water surfaceii: 

Figure 29. Idealized flow into a rotating'»"l3"ec't,or-
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At a large distance from the outflow, the stratification and hence 
‘ydensity- defect, p, is taken as p = (P8 

-‘pp )(z 4 D)/pub; where D is the 
‘previously defined withdrawal depth .(outflow layer depth, Figure 28); 

_ 

The‘ density defect is zero at z = -D and decreases to a minimum at the 
rsurface (ps){ ,The steady equation of motion, assuning lateral uniformity 

.iApressure,_P, may be evaluated from p‘ 

a withd;rawal depth, .13.. 

and that h is the depth of zero velocity, is "‘\ 

am» _‘ 1 a_P'__‘ gg. _.1'az‘xz " 
lax * az ‘—po'ax‘ - dz+_ (5a’a h ax . ob az 

Although not exact, it is assumed for simplicity that at the 
withdrawal"depth and lower, the outflow velocity and horizontal gradient 
of total pressure vanish and p is zero so that_the gradient of barotropic 

-e('z + h)/h as 

.1.-.-.‘ 2 JD 
913 3*.‘ 

— 
7g —h_- 

3 .,’s - 

‘ 

,

. <a§dsz.=8ia <5”) 

where é»= (hp _ ha)/pn'?and"h now be less‘ than ‘the far ‘field

\ 

~From‘ vertical integration of equation (5a) and parameterization 
of the underLice'stress by the transport, q, and eddy viscosity, v;'for a 
P3f3b01i¢W b°Und3rY layer and the assflfifition that ‘u also varies linearly 
with, ‘depth outside a ’t-h.i_n 

i- boundary layer ' 

[u E i2q.(h+z) /112], we have 

'—4q“2_.‘-‘J0. .;‘L(*L+»{z>‘_dz = _ ggfi.1_1 _ gs I0 §_ ggi _ ,.dz;:+’ 2.03;‘ 
..-‘h axh‘ .i 23X -hax’.2. ‘ " 

zhz 

If“m3 the noted that in stratified withdrawal theory cosine variation of 
, 

_f_h_e velocity‘. is Usually asisumed instead of the linear variation assumed‘ 
here. Interchanéingdthefiorder of differentiation and integration yields
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a (h + z) h an a 1 22A 
-4q2 

1 
d - gs — -— — gs —— Jo —- E—~—‘zh) dz 

ax _h h. 2 ax ax _h h 

Z2 rah 2.0 
[‘h [zh‘f']],=_,,Er ‘E729 

..Affer integration and collection of terms 

. Bgs ~ax gs
_ 

eJ_“.' _L.'\, ‘ 

, ‘16 2 ’ 

_
i 

or i_ 
»vp, hoi — —E%— (h - ho) = Z£é§§ 

ej 

where the depth at the outflow, ho, is assumed to_occur when the slope of= 

lthe outflowing layer is infinite or ho = _i4d2/g2)1/3. . Since the 
}Tanalytical solution for h is implicit, it must be computed by nuerical 
fmethods,i although thef layer depth may be. approximated reasonably. by 
(24 vqx/ge + ho4)1/4 under most conditions. The solution, h; appropriate 

, to?’ Lake 
A 

Laberge,- is evaluated in Figure 30 for v = 10'5 m?/3; 

q =' 0.046 m2/3, .and e\$ ;Qf§;; and apparently: remains thin. for large 
distances "from the_ outflow. In ‘the discussion of the 7two6j and 

selectivet withdrawal. theory rabove, the transition 
‘between «frictibnally .and—'inertial1y _dominated f1ows- was ~computed,

" 
Similarly, lby.equating the frictional to inertial terms in equation (6), 

‘:.;the "transition distance is estimated to be 4/3 21/3;q5/§/[v(g2)1/3jJ ‘In 

fthe lease of the parameters for the Lake Laberge outflow,£this expression 
gives a transition distance_ 6: 2.1 km from the outflow. sefiween this 

point and the inflow, the outflow layer is seen to thicken by about 4 m 

.from Fiqurefi8 and from Appendix E in Carmack gt gl. (1987) andlto_have an. 

nvfaverage depth of approximately 8 m.. It is now possible to compute the 

eddygviscosityxfrom .the longitudinal slope of.the;isotherms according to“
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,; gg,I? 
q . 

IE1: 

§«‘|% no 

' whichr yields a value of lI5.3 10f5_m2/s,l It mgy be noted fihat eqyatifin‘ 
(6) is of identifial form to the.gradually varied flgw equation (1oj'o§ 
Béddofir .(1987)'Iin the case‘ of g._degp'coufi;erf19fi,_g.The's9lution. to ' 

,¢qpationj-(6) thus providég ;thefofitlét region of the 
> ,l§ngth oi the transitioy Péint add the interipr tfirpughsflow} which is an 

éxample” bf gradually’ varied iptgrnal.filbw.r The _cofinterflow cafinot be 
; takgnf into ac¢ountrin.rthé.§imp1e analysiss of §fie.thrbughfflQw problem 
unlé§s~Athefexéhénge Ibetweeh- the gptrainmént layer ‘gnd'return.flofi _is 

known. . $his.problem will be discussed in the Section on two-dimensignal 
through~f1ow; modelling, Baséd on the assumed temperéturé profile in the 
outflcw 1§ygr.(sge Fig, 8), T =.:0.9 z/h + OQ3, it i§ possible to cdmputg 
the vgrtical and horizdntal‘componefits.o£Tthe'§dv§§ti6n of temperature at 

‘§¢o% 7 V 
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Va depth of 1 m; .These components are profiortional to; the vertical and 
horizontal "heat flux. "It is seen in Figure 30 that, except for a narrow 
region within 50‘m'of the outflow, nearly all the.he§t supplied 
iceFi§'thrbugh*horizontal flow asjopposed to vertical flow. ;“ 

§It .is evident}*then, that the yertically integrated outflow and 
thro’jugh‘-floiw :fn'ode1‘1;_a-s the ‘‘same‘ ’:;174 dependence for-isopiycnal 

' 

depth‘ as — 9 

7the continuous two-dimensional model at large distances.from the'outf1ow.._L
J 

Ihe_“;product‘ of‘ ‘velocity ‘ and _temperature will‘3 theni be; 

proportional" to h‘2'”or’x'1/2;;jwhiéh is a;neaker_~dependence than ‘the 

continuous model. 

"The ':extension ‘Vofli the vertically :fintegrated- model ‘ate... 

three-dimensional" outflow requfres—a further assumfition-on the afiaer-ice 
-friction.‘ It is assumed that the friction acts only on the_1on§itudinala -9 

component rofiflow-and.that it may be given by the surface VelO¢ftyAtiméS“ 
a linear friction coefficient,. 7,-having dimensions ~of.ve16¢ifiy.f\For » 

_simplicity,‘advection terms are ignored.“ The three-dimensional equations 

may be written with these simnlifying assumptions as 

—fv 1. 23a. 0 ‘in d +-l. 1‘§? 
' 

g . »'(7) 
Pp ax ‘.9 I2 ax Z 

V 

Md _ 'd 

v3P‘_gJ'°'lBdzN 7 
i iv (8) fu 5 la - 

pn ay Jwzay 

land ‘in integrated form employing the above ‘analysis of the barotropicm 

pressure gradient (cf. equation [5b]) and the component u at the surface ~ 

: from the previous equation 

9i-_9e_rm" is s (9) 
By‘ 

4 3y_ 

Q: 
Ni? I 

|fif‘ W9 are: 
*<:|::' ;(10)



where f is the Coriolis paramater. 

‘such_£hat- 

=-fag U ay' V ax 

' 

whege nag, Ign udz and similarly for V orein terms of polar coordinate§;’ 
“equations 19) and (10) become 

rihe vertiéally integrated stream function .has been introduced‘ 

a 6.42: -9:__9<.h’5 e C "1 
’: as . 6 ae " 

- 

~ 
. 

A ~ 
(1

? 

f.iI =' - SE QJEEL e'lJ9E 12 (12)_' Or *6 ar i 2; 80 _" 

/I 

> I 

i -121 =__!z 
fl 

yvr 
" 

r Q0 ’ U0 Br 
1 

Integration,‘ of equationn’(l1)tacroas« an pie-shafiedg qhannel, 
e 

‘ 

ii, (Fig. 29) from 0,= 0 to 6 yields in terms of the bulk outflow; Q, 

. 

/ 
(h2 91102) 

_fQ = e %E 
1 

(13) 

N 
.r‘ ln the case when ho < as is probably the case here, eqfiation 

(13)imp1ie$ that the withdrawal layer does not extend across the channel. 
-It is evident that the layer depth on the rightvhand side of the channel 
in the direction of flow is greater than on the left side. Now along the 

K side‘ of the channel, aw/ar = 0 so'that equation (l2) becomesh 
V 

/am?) = _»§i a_1; 
fr 63> Q) 

?rom the reqqi;ément of continuity, eqfiations (11) and (12) give 
Jzh/902 ='0, which implieé 3h/Q0 is a function of ryeay a(r), which from 

’ equatioh'(13)" 
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or to an approXifiationjif'6fQ < (ho? gt) 

g 3fQ‘
" 

9‘ ho°19 II! 

"*?Ih the afiproximate. case :we can now" integrate eguation (14) ‘along the 

_rightehand boundary 

277 Q lnh(r/rp) 
V 

V 

I 3 _ D3 = 1 W; my ..’° 0I1gfi,~ 

where D is_the specified depth of the outflow layer at some oistangegfrom
‘ 

the sink, rp, and hl can be found from equation (l3)1¢ In the case that
J 

the‘ witngrawel layer fille the channel, but hg ~J3Eé77§e , equation (14)" 

must be.integrated numerically; 

We ‘notice the following features of this solution: ’the. 

'Q,transverse velocity VisH.zero-throughout the section} _thejlongitudina1( 
:is.uniform across ‘the channeiggtné ’de9th5§aties linearl§' sog . 

’ the flow speed must be larger on ‘the leftjhand side to compensate; 

‘legal the larger the angle 91 of the_sector, the smaller the radius_£; 
is, 

V At‘ 'least‘ in ;the case _of§ low outflow ‘or weak stratifidatidng 

A[hof>'4€fQ7(g2)], rotation“does not affect the outflow thigkness,:gAs'far 

‘asg outflows from the headwater lakes are {conoerned} the theéry suggests 
_?~' 

that’ since the discharge is so_largé} the outflowfmay“not*extend;across‘ 
‘the’ lakegg This is probably the case in" Marsh Lakej'whereTthe left-hand 

. eurrent along the southwestern shoreline is in the éounterflowing flowing 

direction iin_ Figures gl1_anq 12. "The crossféhannel tilt iis'seeny‘to_ 

increase tewerus the outlet}
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Although the laboratory experiments of 1Monismith and Mafiworthy-he 
(1988) were designed to~ examine the spin-up- of stratified- rotating 

zoutflow and drew_down the upper layer, it is of some interest to compare 
their resnlts with the above theory. They found that the outflow current, 
was concentrated on the left-hand shoreline and decreased linearly to the

f 

opposite wall. .In Case of small cross-channel tilts, the‘ current also ' 

decreases plinearlyiifrom'-left to Aright./ This decrease of.?currentb3 
horizontally, implies,_ throughfithe thenn‘a‘1; wind relation, that the 
isopycnal :eurfaces .in- the withdrawal layer are not linear but curve 
upwards at the shoreline; ‘The horizontal shear in the outflow thus could 
account for the concave shape of detailed temperature and conductivityv 
transects in Appendix E of Carmack gt 3;. (1997)} 

Because of the stronger flow ion.the 'left*hand side of the 
‘channel, as well as higher temperatures due to reduced withdrawal depth, 
the principal. influence of the earth's rotation_ is to cause larger 

V 

sensible Wheat transfers on ‘the left¥hand side of the outflow region, 
which in agreement with the heat flux and ice thickness distributions 
(Figs. 22 and 26)i _?urthermore, since the depth\of the withdrawal layer 

_is ,greater on the right-hand side of the channel, it might intersect the 
‘ 

bottom on this side farther from the sink than on the other side if the 
bottom shoals nmre rapidly than h.‘ Figure 29 shows a hypothetical case 
of the interaction of the withdrawal depth wand bottom in a pie-shaped 
-region with a\ linear sloping bottom. AThe"region where‘ the depth is. 
greater than the.withdrawal depth is region I.’ The assumptions so far 
made; will not be valid in region II, where the depth is less ‘than thef 
withdrawal depth." There will no longer be compensation of the barotropic 
’pressure tgradient by the baroclinic gradient,‘ Bottom friction caused by. 
the resulting bottom current will have to be taken into account. vThe 
’interaction of bathymetry,.rotation, and baroelinicity has been termed 
;thé‘.JEBARh effect ‘(joint “effect of baroclinicity and bottom relief) ' 

.qcsanady, 1985; Rattray, 1982). Since the solutions are not valid in 
,region_II, where inertial effects ought to predominate, the neglect _of 
these terms in equations (7) and (8) is justified.
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”It4 is hot vclear that the simple ‘diagnostic treatment of the 
. JEBAR : effect"cann be employed, was ‘the .density defect ‘is unknown {in 
résion III. ‘_.H_oweve1r, the bottom frictional eoffection the right-ihand.~sio_<'ie_ 

_of- the channel would tend to retard the-"flow further.-and ‘tend to 
"concentrate “the discharge even. more to the left-hand side.‘ ‘In the 
realistic ,case of,a transverse bottom slope as well, the -JEBhR'effect 

.a_wil1. exert torques on tthe fluid at the shorelines, pushingg it to the 
~ middle of the channel. This >may explain why friction" alone.is‘ not 
isufficient to account for the low flow in the shallow lateral portionS_of 
the lake as discussed above.- 

’
i 

' 

- Through-Flow 

Thgeejhimensional Diagnostic Model of Through—Flow 
Under Ice With Friction 

'
‘ 

iInt the previousi computations of the heat ‘flux across a tlahe 

section, the thermal wind relation was combined with the drogue data at 
one depth _in ‘the water "column to compute the. flow field. These 
computations were compared with the known cross-sectional transport for 
lconsistency. It would be desirable to be able to infer the .flow field’ 

withouta recourse, to drogue or current meter observations from athep 

temperature vobservations and known constraint of volue transport 
through each cross-section, ’In this section, a diagnostic7methodn is 

outlined "for inferring the threeedimensional steady circulation from the 
density ifield and througheflow. This method is subsequently applied to 
Tagish Lake and the inferred currents compared to the field observations, 

The equations of motion for this problem Vare'identical to 

equations »(7) and (8), but now the internal shear stress is represented 

thy the more accurate Ekman dynamics, ‘As the Ekman solutions for the case 
oft surface ice cover do-not appear to given inithe literature; they are 

included for convenience in Appendix B. 

Since" the vertical eddy viscosity’ is likely ‘tow be order 
10" m?/s or less under the ice cover, the corresponding Ekman boundary‘
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layer th'iCk;neS8, slzv-7ff.'=" 1/a, is much less t—,han"th§ watér depth so‘ 
that =-surface stresses, ‘tax and t5Y}- may“ be'§given ‘the following 

V _app‘rox1_i1mte expressions‘ - (see ~Apperid;i:;‘ Be) : 

»,a ; e_fl12f,,a_P
t 

v“‘ 20: ax _6y'z—o. 
. :5 

t E .L.[as _a1>J 

and ‘similarly for the bottom stress as tbx arid ‘thy at- depth 2 '=' -H 

as a_P 

1 V =4 
. . _bY_ ‘ 

2:: 3y '§)x.z,,_E‘_ 

where P is the total pressure, P = gmpo + . EH pdi)~ and n is the free 
surface _e_‘.:L’eV;8ti.0I:l._ 

' 

‘ 
‘ ‘A 

I
A 

4 

;Equations (7) and (8) be ifitegrateid -vertically over the 
total _dept_h_,' H‘, to yield 

‘V "
V

) 

_fV = _gHa,_«L_H J‘o [1.._ 
-H 

:::|N

' 

,
A 

3 ax * oi’ - aay
\ 

0 9.2 ,1: 1 p62&’ H,[ax+3y dz

I HI C! II 
_. 11,- so 

i a 
I. 

la‘ 

quay H fin [1 . 
—E.dz +9 \

~ 

+ A:_';;' 
_":"‘. V 

p9—_G _-H ay ax 

wherefi and V are the vertic‘,a.;1y integrated oompo_n.e_nt:s of the -transport. 
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° 

‘It may .b.eT;;_noted ‘that these equations, aore'.id§n1;-_i.9.al, ‘to the 
iapproximate aformgof the welliknown homogeneous Ekman problem, which has ‘ 

been §<'>‘l.¥?ed bY’HéIfibJ_1in (1976) ‘by ni.ean.s of the finite. eiement n1.eth9.<1.r_ep1us 
'two‘ additional" terms each ~invo1vingj the “. 

horizontal density gradients,j These expressions may be éubstifihted into
_ 

the finite element form of the continuity eqhation as in HambIini(1976){. 

H U + g9; f 1: UN as- 

A¢ is a weighting fufiction and the tenh on the right-hand Side is,g "1. 

eline ‘integral«of the knonn boundary fofcing by the transportg<U§, no:ma1f~ 
=:i"-'-t_-o -The-unknown‘ ~t;:a.I.1.5PQrts,- [;.___a'nc'i iv‘, may be e_1in1inatedV‘by«‘ 
» the above :elations—with the result that h 

' " "A h \‘— ‘ fl I 

3x 
Q) W“ [E 1%] ‘WY ’' H9“ ax " :3 ay]_ ay d""Y.

\ 

.‘ 
a V-0 a "o 

-~ 2; ['3 (1 
- 

5) 
dz + an in 

H . 

nherel E‘= - - e;‘F = (1 9 £3 

fhe unknown Suttace pxessupe field} n, may be in 
’eterm§‘ - 

.9; the’ =known f£o;c"ipg_ tehns on __;the' right-hand side of} the '.above_... 
equationtufrom field .data_for the density "field and the inflonsn and 

oofitfiiofis on the boundary.” Once the gurfaee prg3§§£g fi;e;d has been found
’ 

the_preSsure gradient at each finite element mesh fioint’may.be determined 
by solving the eqnations 

: ‘
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- 

(an 

J.!¢m¢ndA = \IJ¢ 

Q31 

—dAh s 

IJ¢m¢:1dA =wH¢ -—*dA 
. 

_ 

1 

(.16_). m By’ 

for- ¢1; ‘In equatious (15) fandA(L6), ¢m is taken to .be at quadratic 
.function, whereas ¢h is Cubic in the application to follow. 

- 

N Once, the, barot;opic’;or free vsurfaée pressure gradients age 
ikpoun; aequatiofis (7) and (8) may be solved fio; the velocity_distribution 
’at ‘a mes ‘point as a function of depth.- The approximate soiutiohs £9: 

. the case of low vertical eddy viscosity (H >> 1/a) are. 
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_ 
alt ,may be noted that, outside the boundary layer regions at the. 

surface and bottom» the exponential‘ terms in the'aboveu expressions are 

small and may be neglected if the depth is much greater than.the boundary_ 
layer thickness. 

_§gg;icatiog;9r Three-Dimensional Model to Iagisfi.Lake 

i 

1’ .»k A «mesh of 24 triangles was drawn through the 20-field stations ‘ 

"in Tagish Lake (Big. 14) with the field stations forming—the vertices cf‘ 

the triangles;. This mesh wasjexpanded tod include the boundaries of the_ 

lake and two inflow and outflow points upstream and downstream from ther 

:field_'stationsi In total; the expanded mesh comprised 52 triangles and 

. 119 nodal points. 

A 
In border to determine ,the forcing‘ duel to ithe;.haroclinic- 

_ 

lcomponent of the pressure “field, it is necessary to first‘ compute thee 
. horizontal- density gradients.n Equations, similar to equations (15) and 

’(16). may be solved to yield the horizontal density gradients at each ofi«‘ 

the _ interior nodes awhere, density is jdefined, except. thatt linear 

interpolation lof the ’density{field was used. a Density gradients .were 

computed at 2~m increments df depth starting at surface. Vertical 

integrals of horizontal density were then evaluated ’according to the d 

.t§apezoidal rule applied at 'discréte 24m interyalsg _~nensity gradients. 

were‘ extrapolated from/the_interior~to the boundary points by the simple 

assumption that they are equal to the nearest interior values. 

A 
_ 

pFinally.*inf1ow;was imposed between two open lake points_located 

on /the boundary to the south‘of line 12+14 and the corresponding—6utf1ow 

of 140 m3/s at two interior_points to the north'of_'line 11-13.. The 

‘parameter "values assumed. throughout the study were h1‘cm?]s fort the 

.vertical_ eddy viscosity and 1.27 x .10‘4 s'1 for f, which then yield an 

Ekman_depth, a'1, of 1.25_m._ The model results are discussed next. 

‘First, the barotropic pressure fieldy in terms of the 

surface displacement for the case of no density gradients is _compared_ 
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with the ‘frée’ surface frdm Kififlow and _the mea§ured. and‘ 
.e;A:t_rapot1ated tdensity fields, It may,be..:evident. in Figure‘ 31: that ‘with 

L 

only. inflow and frictiQn,1tI;1e east component bf pressure: gradient tends 
‘to Vbe v*con¢entrated - along »the.;!western: shoreline; H.whereas .with 
strati.f.i¢a‘tion',‘ the gia¢1ie_nt ‘is . not. as sha.rpiy‘ ~de',f‘-ingd in Figfiret 31h. 

_; '__P.‘igure '31. Sufface Vwater 1é_ve_], d1'.,sp1ac§m’ent (barotropic pres__§_u_re field) (cm x 1.02) 
based on d1agz'1o§—tV:.c> Vmgdel, Tagish Lake. (a) No‘ stratifica_\_t,ion. (b) Witli 

_,- observed stratzfzcationb, \)= 1 cm /s.
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sin“ addition, the _cross-lake- component of pressure -is nearly twice _as 
.; lerge sas in the horisontallyluniform case. This finding is in agreement 
‘with thefobservations in Figures 13-to.20, which show that the northward‘ 
transport is confined to the upper portion of the water columnfinstead off-» 

beingv uniform throughout depth as is the case inra horiiontally uniform‘ 

density field,‘ Thus the pressure gradients musty be larger to.allow for. 
:the”compensatory effect of the horizontal density gradients. 

The‘ northward component of flow computed .from equation (18) is, 

shown‘ in Figure 32 for‘ the central and northern cross sections. ,When‘ 

account is“ taken ‘that the: flow is computed at the station ;1oa$t1¢n‘!"* 
' in'stead of. between the _.estati'ons, as in "the thermal w;n<_1__ metghodfs 6: 

2 

Figures 18: to 20, the inverse method described_here compares favourably 
'n~ewithj the direct method, especially at the central 1ine.‘. Ihelnorthward 

of current centredv between 2'to 3 m atrvstation-5 is‘ even'more 

pronounced in the inverse method as is the weak return flow at depth.; At 
‘the’ northern line (Fig. 32b), the northward fjet is ‘stronger and is 

compensated by a southward return on the eastern shoreline, unlike the 

_direct distribution. The icrossésectionally "averaged transports are 
V» 145 m3/s at the central line, 122 m3/s at the northern line, and 320 m3/s 

' 

at "the southern line. ihe transport at the inflowing line is great1y”in.7 

‘error‘ due to the ;steep” horizontal gradient of surface .pressureVat5" 

stations 10 and 16 seen on Figure 31b, which results in a northward flow 
approximately 5 cm/s at these points. The lack of Vagreement of the 

-transport at the_ inflow {and outflow lines demonstrates the difficulty 

;_with’ the extrapolation of pressure gradients beyond the measurement area_ 

as: these transports were found to bet sensitive to the_density gradients 

assumed. §7Twenty stations are probably too few to reasonably employ this‘ 

f diagnostic method unless the boundary transports are better known than in 

Tagish Lake3_ The alternative would be to specify_the -transports along 

:1ines 13-11 and 14-12, but this would probably introduce as much error as
’ 

extrapolating the density gradients.
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~j 
‘ "giver Inflow Mixing 

"A ‘key question in the design of _northern~impofihdmént is ~the ‘_' » 

‘1epgth~ of the. iceifree river downstream from the discharge p6int* or,



'~alternatively7a the heat flux out of the reservoir. The temperature data 

‘.eof Figure 8 and .the Vsimilarasections of Appendix F offCarmack. et al.' 
1l987) show that the temperature of thef outflow is determined by mixing 

' 

at the inflow and that if heat is diffused to the through*flowing'layer." 

from the warmer bottom layer, it must be closely balanced?by loss to theV 
ice except in the vicifiity of the outflow. 

From an analysis-of the heat budget in ah ice—covered Norwegian - 

" lake, Sperillen, Stigebrandtixi978) deduced that the inflow is increased 

by .60% by? river inflow mixing processes. .In the .present study, _the"_ 

return. flow in Marsh Lake, has estimated from Figure 13;. is 50% of the 
""ithrougheflow.’ Similarly, the return flow in Tagish Lake is calculated 

from ;Figures 18b and 19b ~to be approximately 336% of the _through-flow.- 7 

finfortunatély, ithere are no crossFsectional flow observations in Lake 

Laberge." Instead, Figure 8 and the longitudinal‘ sections of Appendix\F 
of. Carmacki et al. (L987) indicate- that the isotherm dividing the

, 

thro_ugh-flowb from the main body of the lake‘ is 
V 

.T‘in;f;l_ow at the 

hlfreezihg _point mixing with lake water at an assumed temperature of 2.5‘C 

.(see Fig.'8i would have ‘to be diluted by ;about 20% to form an average 
Vwater temperature of 0.490. it is hoped that this crude calculation will 

be refined by the more precise thermodynamic model‘of Lake Laberge in the 

future. 

Ln sumary, the iinflow-induced“ mixing appears to be somewhat 

"weaker in the Yukon River headwater lakes than in the Norwegian lake; As 

Stigebrandt ‘(1978) pointed out, weak inflow mixing is surprising in view 

of Vthe relatively high densimetric Froude nubers"o ‘these ’lakes in_i 

winter. _*He also mentioned that no reliable estimates of inflow mixing 

are. available in the literature. A‘search of the literature by the 

'.present author yielded the same_conclusion. More recept studies dealing 

with this question are reviewed below. 

V 

Turning first to the buoyant jet literature, jthe numerical 

studies of Adams et V§l,.jl975)_show some features in» common with the 
observations."7’Their solutions show a rapidly varied deepening of the
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inflow: to a1 maximum~'depth.' For the .inflow data: ( U0 = 0.6.m/S/3 
g1_ a 5.4 x 10‘4 m sfzg‘ and he é~2 m "[CarmackIet al., :l987)) the jet 

. theory yields a maximum depth of 3o‘m and a.dilution rate of 13, both of 
which are‘ unrealistically too large. vThe empirically based inflow

V 

_dilution formula of Jirka and Watanabe (1930); pwhich is similar to that 
of Adams et al. (1975), results in an inflow dilution of about 8 based-on 

: the Lake Laberge inflow data; 

The buoyant jet xtheory‘ neglects ’the~.effects"matchingfi the 
farfield density distribution of the’ jet to the downstream ficonditions; 
In an important study, Wilkinson and Wood (1971) showed, through" both‘ 
analysis /and laboratory measurements;; how the inflow dilution rate.is“ 
linked to the downstream condition through the mechanism of drowning of‘a 
‘rapid flow transition known ‘asfa density -jump or more loosely as an 
internal -hydraulic jump (by the downstream flow ‘conditions. .As the 
thickness of the outflow layer is increased_and the jump is pushed closer 
‘to the inflow; the length ‘of the supercritical flow: region between the 
outflow and jump 'is ureduced.and.accordingly the dilution rate of the 
inflow. The two-dimensional analysis dof'_Wilkinson, and Wood (1971) 
predicts 'a hydraulic jump from 2 mito about 45 m, a result closer to the 
observed maximum depth of about 10 m;.but still too high? ‘ 

_ 

The question of the<mixing of the inflow with the open lake is 
- 3 . 

' 
» 

., 
"

j explored gin more detail by reference first to the_recent two-dimensional 
theory of Baddour (1987). Baddour shows that under certain circumstances 
.it is possible. to predict Tthe*'dilution fof sthrougheflow. Baddour 
describes ‘a mixing zone~between the inflow. and interior‘flow, which has 
"four ’types of behaviour depending on the -characteristics of an internal 
‘hydrau1ic- jump. ‘If the' inflow to Lake Laberge has a depth or 2 m, a 
uniform“ width of 200 m, and a discharge of 140 m3/s (Carmack gt al., 
1987)). and if the open lake conditions are taken as a depth of 100 m.and 
discharge. densimetric Froude numbers ranging from 11 to 14, depending on ' 

the density structure, are'assumed;.then ‘the inflow would hydraulically 
- jump .from supercritical inflow to depths from 34 to 46 m where the flow 
would" be subcritical based on Baddour’s mixing zone equation“ (9). The 
theory ~é1lows for a dilution across -the mixing zone; in this case a
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A 

Tdilutioni of 1.4 ewas assumed. In this parametric range, the stable‘ 
.jz$ub¢ritical-depths or conjugate depths are not sensitive to dilution, At 

‘an Froude number of 11, conjugate depths ranged frame 34 to 36 m over ea 

dilution. range of 10% to ~90%. Since ‘the depth of subcritical flows 
gr predicted. by the\two-dimensional theory are deeper than.the.obsegygq_gnd. 

predicted idepth of through-flow layer at the upstream end of the lake of» 
—about -10 m, then the mining zone may be classified as a -type or 

- upstream controlled instability. According to the laboratory experiments 
of, Eaddour (1987), this regime has a steep. gradient of the interface in 

Ulthe’mixing-zone or point of virtual control (infinite at a critical depth 
iof- 316.4 m) as .the interface proceeds ,.from supercritical to the 
i7subcritical depth; there is also evidence of recirculation.of-the-inflow. 

- Both _these ‘features are apparent in the ‘field.data .of Figure 83 and 
. .Appendin Fl of Carmack et al. (1987), where the isopleths of conductivity 

' 

and temperature appear to bend down to the conjugate depth of_about 25'm 
from the interior. ~The closed contours of conductiwity are suggestive of . 

recirculation. Since the_ interface" of the ‘through-flofi*fdoes,~not5 
‘ intersect "across the mixing zone, it is not possible; in this .case; to . 

.*predict the dilution factor; in this analysis it was-assumed from field 
V 

Jmeasurements;‘ Based on the inflow Froude number, Baddour_gives an upper 
Tjlimit ifor optimal mining .which,'in this case, isfia factorbof three. 

{Although .the two=dimensional theory gives some indication of the inflow 
Vmiring} the results are limited by assumption of uniform width; fin

# 

..n, . u_ . 
. G. . 

~t» As‘ an.attempt to_allow for spreading of the inflowjjthe fiadial 
internal hydraulic jump equatien of Lee and‘ Jirka (1981) was applied to 

’ the';Lake'Laberge inflow. 
4 In this case, vthe radius at..which.the jump 

begins- was taken_ to be .60%_of _the total fdepth,_as esuggested by the" 

experiments of Lee and Jirka, The depth was assumed to be 100 n. 

K 

_ 

According their equation (34), the conjugete depth to 2.m is 

16.4 m, which is still more .than .the observed5 throughfflow ‘layer 

; thickness ‘of’ 8 mi. in Lake Laberge. : Thus,»e acoording"to‘ the 

threerdimensional theory, *the inflow mixing’ regime is ‘also unstable. 

Howewer}- since the conjugate depth is much closer to the rthrough-flow 

depth, three¥dimensiona1 theory suggests that it would not require such a
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A 

large: decrease ein\ the inflow *to achieve. optimal mixinge as in- the'e 
, twgadimensional case. In summary, the theory of Baddour (1987) and Lee 
band Jifka (1981) provides an alternate explanation for the relatively low 
inflow .dilution observed. :Ihe ,inflow_may«not‘ be treated simply as a 

' 

buoyant jet discharging into: an infinite reservoir, but instead it7 is 
necessary .to consider the interaction of thee inflow with the outflow at 
the downstream end of the lake. _The theory suggests that inflow dilution 

. rates ‘may decrease for the increased ‘inflow due7 to‘ an "inverted 
ighydrograph. ‘Additional laboratory evidence for decreasing dilution with 

.e'an- increased inflow Froude number is reported in the inflow experiments 
'i,‘b£ Leong (1988). 

_ 

The theory and laboratory results discussed above apply strictly 
to 'the.case of two-layer stratification, whereas: the field data clearly 
indicate a uniform rate density stratification in the inflow layers.‘ In‘ 
the absence of laboratory or theoretical guidance{"it may be assumeqifihat 
‘makimumv depth is_ a point of virtual" control where "the internal wave- 
velocity eguals the inflow velocity. if a constant rate of deepening of 
the inflow plume applies, then the length of the supercritical portion of 

A 

the‘ plume should vary according to the rates of the maximum depths or to 
the _one-third power of the_discharges. This "provides an upper bound on 
the dilution rate as the inflow depths ealso increase with increasing 
‘discharge to the 0.6 power of the discharge. Experiments are 
.fequired to confirm that the (increase of ‘dilution with‘ increasing’ 
discharge are bounded by the one-third power of discharge in a uniformly 
,)stratif,i’ed fluid.- 

§ Thermal modelling 

,Riv§;;ghermal Regime Modelling 

I 

~1=fl Daily inflow temperatures are required gas input etc a ‘model 
designed to simulate the thermal structure in lakes. .For this purpose, a 
river water temperature gauge was established in the Yukon River near the" 
entrance to Lake Laberge (Fig. 1). bDue to instrument failure and periods pl 
of. ektremely low water, there” were intervals of missing :data. A riveri
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‘temperature simulation model was developed to fill nthese gaps in _the 

ldaily records. 
4 " ‘ ” 

sconservation 'of‘heat in a water body may be expressed in terms _ 

of the crossésectionallyfiaveraged temperature, T, as 
1

. 

dT 
Pncp I ag = QA + Q3

4 

_ 

where C? is the specific heat of water, Y the mean depth, t the time, and 
the source terms, QA the atmospheric heat flux and Q3-the heat flufi from 

the _bottom and sides of the_river channel. Since the interest is on the « 

' entire river reach, advection and diffusion _terms are neglected.- Since 

‘an. initial sensitivity_ test employing standard values of the _thermal 

conductivity of bottom sediment and the assuption_of 8°C bed temnerature 
g'at a depth of 1 m below the bottom showed thaththe term Qg is negligible, 
it will not be included intthe model; 

The. atmospherict energy input, QA,\'is .com§osed of "solar 

radiation, Q3“, which _was directly‘ measured ‘at the "meteorological 

station; QLW or incoming‘ longwave radiation; QB, outgoing longwayev 
‘ radiation; 9;, the sensible heat flux between the air and water surface; 

.andfVQL, the evaporative heat flux. With _the convention that incoming 

energy flux is positive, we have that 

QA = Qsw'+'QLw ' Q3 * Qs + QL' 

Since the shortwave radiation was measured at a height from 4 

to 6 m above the ground, it ’is necessary to account for. the shading of 
V 

low angle solar radiation on the surface of the.river by the river banks 
and‘ surrounding trees. According *to TVA‘ (1912),’ the daily; solar 

radiation is reduced by the amount 

hss sin ¢ sin 8 + cos ¢ cos 8 sin hss 
hss sin t sin §,+ cos ¢ cos 8 sin hss



wherei the solar declination "angle, 8, is given in- terms of the Julian 
Day, JD, by the formula 

23.45 n cos [2n(172—JD)/365] 
- 180 

‘is\the latitude, and cos hss é — sin ¢ isin 8/(cos ¢ cos 8). If the 
.—solar altitude at sunset or sunrise is a, here assued to be 20°, then 
cos hss = (sin a — sin ¢ sin 8)/(cos ¢ cos 8) providing the quantity on 
the right-hand side is less or equal to unity. If it is larger -than 
unity, then no solar radiation is received on that day at sunrise. The 
solar radiation transmitted_to the water is reduced by‘a further .3% to 

iaccount for the albedo oft the water surface,~ Shading effects in river 
.therma1 models have also been discussed by Mason (1983). 

The longwave radiation,—QLw,-was not measured but reconstructed 
ifrom the measured air temperature, TA,- and estimated cloud cover 
according to the Swinbank formula (TVA, 1972): 

QLW = 5.18 x 10-13,}; + 0.17 c?) (273 + TA) W/m? 

_ 

The fraotion of cloud cover, C, was determined from the measured 
solar radiation and the clear sky radiation, AQSC, for the. latitude of 
60°N according to the Smithsonian Meteorological Tables,‘ using C3 =‘ 

(1 - Qsw/Qsc)/0.65. Daily estimates of Qsc were interpolated from eight 
values_ evenly distributed over the year. Again, the above empirical. 
formuia_ is itaken. from the -TVA (1972) report. Ther validity of- this 
.expression for QLW will be ’examined for high latitudes in the negt’ 
section. 

__ The outgoing longwave radiation, QB, is given by _ 

Q3 = 5.23 x 10-8 (273 +T)4 w/m? 

fihére T is the simulated water temperature.
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' 

The sensiblewang evaporative heat'f1uxes are specified according 

etc "the etandard expressions except“ that the bulk transfer ¢6effieient,_ 

C3, ‘has taken as 2_x i0*3 ifistead Qf_the value recemended»by Fischer gt 
»g;. (1979) cf 1.5_x“1o-3. 

' 

’ 

' 

V ‘ 

h«Ihe daily river discharge, Q, is knewn, but not the.river depth, 
¥.;'Based on the assumption,of a rectahgular channel, the_river depth may‘ 

jbe éstimated from Manninqs formula, 
’ 

' 

- 

‘ 

’

‘ 

"*:,whére the Conveyance, K, is given by 

K = Y5/3’w/n 

":r$incet the bédslope, .S, channel“width,:w,t and Mahnihgs h ~are 

-.-unknown, "the factbr F relating discharge toiweterrdepth,vQj:;E_Y5/3, was 
: 

determined, by optihiiation based on the mostjcbmplete iceffree seésdn of _ 

1983;,~‘A_best fit va1gé.o£; r of 5.65 m‘/3/S resulted in ah overai; RMS 
h’ ,error.'of 1.0b”C}bétheenMébeervations and~fibd§i(results;fi The model waé . 

uh. initiated on Ahril 12,_I983, with the observed river temperature bf 09C 

» end firup for i568 days until ;Nbvember 6, wheh the bbserved'ftemperature 
poi1rit../i‘ . 

3 

- 

‘ ~ 
. 

'
t 

"‘From_ the optimum vaiue of F, the average value of the heds;o§e 
272] Or 2 x'10“, ehd the 250 m, the best fit valuehef Mahhihge 

Q 

. h fis“0.67S s/ml/3.»’A’ cempérisoh of this_ vaifie more eembhiy 
‘' 

hqubted hreveais Ehét thié éstihate is 20 times larger thah éthér rigegsg 
' 

,This is prgbably tbecéuseiupstreamk water temperétureS_.ere'phknown’.ahd 

H??? h; humber. of lakee in the watershed’thet t;1té£ the thermgl 
’ 

regime; evidence "supporting the that river 

défiths “varied _between *6 and -15.5 m, which ’are‘3?roheblY too deep.
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V 

” ‘Although the model result is not physically realistic; it is nonetheless‘ 
__possible to use it to supply the missing river inflow temperatures. 

_ 

comparison of simulated and observed riverytemperatures for 
ithe _Yukon River just upstream _from Lake Laberge is shown in Figure 33, 

. since ~the starting temperature on June 10 was not known, it had to be 
estimated,i jBy a series of iterations, the initial temperature that- 
iresulted in exact agreement» on July 10,V when river water" temperatures 
nlbecame available, was determined. "It may be noted that river temperature9g 
tends_ to be overestimated in the efirst part_of the ice4free season_and[' 
underestimated in the latter halfeoffithe season. This is probably due to 
‘the effect of the headwater lakes on the thermal regime of_the river.‘ 

1, 
V 

Evaluation of Empirical Relations for Incoming Longwave Radiation 

For the“ purposes yof modelling‘ the ‘thermal regime of Lake 
Laberge, —it is necessary‘ to establish the incoming longwave radiation 

. field on a daily basis. ‘In'addition, since the usual empirical formulae 
'fS§uire fraction iof. cloud_ cover; it‘ is necessafiy .to ‘estimate the” , 

V 

. 

J 
‘ 

. 
* ‘V 

cloudiness from the measured shortwave radiation. It was considered that‘ 
in a mountainous region_ ‘the’ longwave- radiation‘ at ‘Whitehorse; 
approximately 27 km from nthe meteorological station at: Lake Laberge, ~ 
would not be fully representative. iAs an example of spatial variability 
.in daily meteorology in this area,’ the air temperatures from June A1 to” 
December 31, 1382, are compared in-fiigure 34 :for all stations available 

l in the area of interest. ‘it is evident that the Braeburn station located 
near_ the north_end of Lake Laberge and ’Takhini Ranch near the south end 
register more severe cold temperatures than at Whitehorse.” Variations in 

_ 
temperature within the immediatey Whitehorse” area_ are much smaller, 
Similarly,’ precipitation, -which is required for thev accumulated snow 5 

~cover,.of iL§kéf Laberge, is seen to vary between the two «areas in 
{Eigfitei35.r ‘However;-major events such as the ‘rainy period_from October 
16‘ to’ "23, M1982, and‘. the December 2' snowfall are found atall fen: 
stations. 
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Observed daily \fractions. of ‘cloud cover squared, C2, are 
. compared‘ to those computed _£rom the standard empirical formula in TVA 
I<(1972),

’ 

.:C2 =’ 
if‘ .Q5_W/Qcs) /0. 

_where" Qcé is the rclear “shy shortwave radiation given as a function of 
atmospheric attenuation," and date by’ the Smithsonian 

' 

Meteorological: Iables. Computed cloudiness squared_ for‘ a’ range of 
satmospheric attenuations_was compared to; the Whitehorse Aobservations.7 
’Besti agreement; was; found for _atmospheric battenuationi of" o,83,_at7’ 
Whitehorse and is seen to be reasonably eclose in Figure 36a even during ‘ 

.the uinter period, on bthe other. hand, a comparison» ofi cloudiness; 
‘" 

},measured7 at Whitehorse and computed at Lake Ababerge shonn in Figure 36b‘ 
”'demonstratesh~simi1ar agreement during Vthe _summer .period,‘ but poor 
.agreement in the .winter period. lt_is9 noted that the best agreement 
(R2 = 0.75 was found for an attenuation coefficient oi 0.85 and that.the_ 
clear sky.radiation value on December .22 was increased to 840, from 441 

* 

kj/}m?d) to better match the_observed shortnave radiation. 
‘ I 

incoming’ longwaye radiation at Athe twhitehorse airport 
meteorological station was not directly measured, but had to be estimated 
on jan ‘hourly basis’ from the‘ measured net radiation, htheTshortwave 
‘radiation balance, and the outgoing, longwave radiation, .and thent the 

" hourly” contributions summed to "daily totals-» The ,outgoing longwave 
lrradiation’+was based ‘on measured air temperatures}_‘AThe_computed,daily “‘ 

seguence§ of incoming longwave radiation is" proyided in Figure 37; ‘Once 
"the ‘incoming longwave radiation has, been determined; itfiisg possible to 
evaluaté_ methods for estimating, this quantity. Iwoh empirical formulae" 
arecgfimended in‘ the: TVA (1972)‘ report, fitheiibwihbankp 554- Anderson*” 
§§la€ions,. both’ require air temperature— and» cloudiness, while the 
Anderson »is-also’ based «on vapour pressure..\eFigure 38 shows that 7the 
Sninbank formula tends to-overestimate the incoming longwave radiationiin‘

A 

.the ‘late spring: and"earlyb summer, but ‘not,as_ much as ‘the Anderson‘ 
‘expression. Conversely, from October through to ‘December,~the Anderson- 
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5sub££eezing/,7tém®é:atures. ’ 

h 

9, erepresentsd hnondimensional’ ‘temperature 
u(T irffilol/(Tb ‘ 

merelation is superior to the Swinbank. _It is recommended, therefore, that 
3 the Swinbank fi9£mula be used when the;ydaily_averagéd air temperature is 
t"aboveA.the ‘freezing ‘pointf andi that5 the‘ Anderson .law« pg” used for 

Eigureh39[i where 7ther§two formulae are based on empirically ‘computed 
cloudiness ,instead of directly-observed cloudiness. It is possible thatf 
the better agreement during cold periods in \;ne Anderson formulation is 
due’ to the. inclusion of vapour pressure, which would accounte for the. 
'longwave contribution due to foe. 

Lakeillodel 

‘hln iorder '£¢— better understand. the outflow dynamics in. an 
icefcovered_‘stratified3 lake, ‘a two-dimensional‘ numerical model was 
constructed "and solved for the! steady circulation starting from‘ a rest 
sstate§ and gfort a parameter range appropriate} to Lake bLaberge. The 
“temperature of the cavity, boundary conditions, and theznonhydrostatic 
_equations of motion in nondimensional form are presented in’ Figure 40,e 
-For, details of the nuerical method, see'Marm6ush'(l985)} "The variable,“ 

’accordingv_ to 0 # 

surface Vtemperature, vlis a nondimensional stream .function,,vvé h/q ml, 
"hwhere.V q ‘is “the .flow per. unit cross-sectional width,-’ Qehisj theh 

nondimensional vorticity, "Q = hz/q 9’, pt is 'n6ndimensional_ time, 
.1“ :‘ q[h1 fr; ;uj and" V "are the nondimensional horiiontal‘ velocity’ 
:components,__, respect‘i’vely,_‘ U:‘=jh/q U.','v‘ 1,/q“v.', x. the .horirzont_al. 
coordinated has been nondimensionalized by] the length of'the; cavity, 1, 

- and. y the vertical coordinate has been scaled byf h, the height of‘ the 

‘iquantities. "Four nondimension§l—parameters appearing}in the equations of 
4 ,motion“ hare 7~the outflow ftroude »number ‘(Fischer et: §l;, 1979), 
‘lye-E; é .q4Ap7p§h3, the Grashof humher, gAph3/(pK2), where Ap/pus 6.8 x 1Q“ 

(T3 r Ts)(8 - Tb,: T3), the Prafidtl number,_v/x,_wherejv is the viscosity 

and x Athe Aconductivity,,and_ the cavity aspect ratio, A = h/l- The 

1 function f(0) in Figure go is simply 02, .which approximates the density 

78 

~TheV identical -conclusion is reached in 

T?) where Tb is the bottom ftemperature-and Ts is the
A 

In the preceding,m primed quantities rep:esent_ dimensional"
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dependence on temperature at cold temperatures by a quadratic relation. 
. 

_ 

The boundary conditions on the solid side _walls and iceécovered surface 
are the standardfinsulatéd and nonslip boundary conditions.‘ The inf1ow~ 
and “ outflow, boundary .conditionsdp are .specified 'acdordingu xto ‘the ~ 

recommendations of Roache (1972), In the inflow boundary conditions, it 
,was"found necessary to specify the stream function distribution acréss j 

the inflow for stability reasons. The function .f1(y) = 616(y ~ 0.5)3 + 

12(y — 0.5)2 yields an assumed parabolic .inflow profile. The inflowing 
’temperature distribution is ‘assumed to;remain at the initial observed 
value. The domain is deséribed by a mesh of 21 points in-the vertical 
and 201 in the horizontal. 

" ‘ 

VA series of cases were run to test the sensitivity of the flow ;_ 

and temperature fields to various combinations" of nondimensional 
’*parametefsJv It was found that the inflow Froude number appeared to be 
‘the most sensitive parameter and that for léige Fr of order unity, the“ 

~inflow ifills the cavity uniformly; whereas for small Ff of order 1O‘2«to. 
1d¥3, the inflow crossesi the cavity near .the surface. ‘The final test—p 

examinedi the case of nondimensional parameters based on the 'physical 

setting‘ of Lake Laberge and assued values of the eddy diffusivity and‘ 
i 

eddy viscosity of 1 x 10'5 m2/s. For comparison with the model results 
Viof Figure 41, a longitudinal temperature section is presented in Figure 8pp 
‘based on the field data collécted.in March 1983. 

' ‘J 

Near steady solutions after l600 time steps or 105 days from the" 

initial ,period for the stream-function and temperature fields are shown 

_tin ‘Figure 41 for Fr = 7,3 x‘1o-4,’ Pr = 1; A _= 3;2 x 1d+3, and Gr = 

3,0 x 103i Initially, the surface temperature is assumed to be 0.350, 

the bottom temperature, 2.3°C, and the intermediate-temperature to vary 

uniformly between these limits; There is simil3£itY between ethe 

. velocity and temperature distributions, particularly near the outflow in 
h 

the low. outflow Froude number regime. This? supports the hypothesis 

adopted ,in the analysis of the Marsh Lake temperature data that ithe. 

vertical'velocity may be inferred from the slope of the isothefm3<a9d the 

horizontal velocity. Noteworthy is the indication of a weak return flow
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0.06. (a) stream function. V(b) Nondimensional temperature. . 

/‘

/ 

"tin the lower depths of the model gage, which suppo£ts—the assumption made 
in’ the analytical model that the outflow cifcuiation does not extend to 

o the bottom except near the outflow{ Another intere§ting_feature of the 
solution is the rapid deepening of the inflow asritjenters the cavity. 
This deeoening'is sinilar to the obsegned‘ temperature distribution £hV/ 
Mhake 'Laberge in Figure 8.‘ This. sudden transition could be‘ an internal 
h§draulic - jump .as thei inflow ‘goes from_ critical .to ~subcriticg;; 
.simi1ér1y, the isotherms below the outflow suggest the divergence seen in 

V tne?fie1d‘Obse;vatiohs of-Figure 8,. 
H 4
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t¢;id.' 
T'“‘ ‘"‘ 

' Troportional 
‘point .Nondimensiona1 

‘ heat flux , 

-‘ 

f 
x,_.. ~.current U T 

T’°C jUT’ ‘ TUT - UT»): (UT - UT~)x* 

. . .»A lTh¢fhQhdimenSiOnal hOrizohtal~velocities at the grid point belofi4 
'“e‘?§¢ ’%°e ~5“¢l the associated temP§?§tuI§S axe .1istéd in oTabie 2,; The 

T 
prbf<1hct_;’ 4‘olf- the, 1 dogma 5 

;he.'.,~at,:_ .f_1u:::""axi<i_: to-he-I’ i. -iavis = 

I obtfiimed gfmom the §lmi1a;ity;emd the §haiytic§;§m5d§igj§¢m¢fi§t,ate§_;h;§l 
:theg;x-1 

, 

from “the oiigih. y Tt would. eppeér=that’ 
- 

V 

A’ ne_i't»he'r'-_o£ the 4-mod‘e1s is i}: good agreement wijoh Pt-he mimeorical 
resqlts'ahd that.more work must be done to parémeterize the vertica1.heét .‘ 

:£lux, fihder ice.’ The more rapid falloff of hokizontai heat flux (UT;f_in? 
the numerical model is also-demonstrated in Figuxe 30_for the first three 
Jgridjboints. 

‘Hy 
Table 2. Cdmpatieon of Heat Elu; near the Outfloi of the Numetic;l.Hbd§i » 

with thgt suggested By Analytical and simi1arityjyode1g_ 

T-8.6‘ 
_-7.94 

“V-5.85 
-4.79 
-4{37 

,34 
-4.35 

. 
'4-35 
.94 .' 

'3,0 

.46 -3.73 -'—2,58“l ;.e2.5e 

.44 -3.41 . 

-4.42’ - 

’ -3 12 
.43 A: -2.49 3 -3.s7« . ~-2 23 
.42. -2 01 » »-3.24 21.62 ; 

;42 -1.83 Av ‘ -3l15 .+: -1 4o 
.42 ‘-1.32 -3273” T -1.54 
.42 -1.32 « -4 34- ‘ -1 64 
.42 -1.82 -4.96 »-1 75 
.42 _+1.eo 

' -5,4 4‘1.86 
;4o- .. -1.2 - - » —. - N

. 

o,u‘ooo.~1«os_cn 

.12,-;w|\,><H~

I as ooooéooooo 

The similérity between _the modelled andlobsefved utemperatuze 

distributions» encouraged the repetition of theicelculatiohs for a» more: 

ilrealisticmsvariation of the. depth of the cavity mith unifiorm deepenihg' 

fggml the end ;walls to _the centre of the‘ cavity. ’This -computatiohal 

‘~domain“was~:epresented;by‘53:points« in the hori2onta1~eho,,4ljpoints-in», 

the vertioal ‘at itst deepeét part. The boundary conditions for the §_ 

sloping bottom were speoified after Roache (1972),
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Fifiureelz. Stream function in variable depth mode% for the same parametet settihgs,‘ we , -‘ K ,as» in‘ Figure 40, but 1: = o.oo1 (Ra = 10 k. 
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1Figure 43. ‘nondimensionel temperature associated with solution shade in Figure 42.



v.» 

More ‘limited sensitivity tests 1confirmed~similar behaviour? in 

the ‘sloping cavity that higher Froude numberh inflows tend to fill the 

»boX. .'In one ease .o§.r; OfiO31, a weak return 'flow developed near" the 

bottom mainly on.the inflon half of the cayity?after a sufficiently long 

.period_ of time (about one day real time). 7The flan field after a period 
of 1.6 d or 500 time :steps is seen in Figure 42 to he ¢ofif:fi§&~%t9¥§@e 
upper portion. of the water Lcolumn and to exhibit lsharn transitional 

1- ieatures- close to the infilow and outflow. AThe main effect ,o£fSl9ping 
hathymetry' anpears to -he splitting of the Ireturn flow‘ at defith lingo 

several ‘weak eddies. Unfortunately, in the fairly short period for the 

development ‘of the isolution, the associated temperature‘ field has'ngt 

departed, significantly-from its initial’ value.‘ Only at the infibw and 

does ?igure 43 demonstrate a_corresponden¢e of the isotherms_to
_ 

. the streamlines.‘ As.a further step towards\a.more realistic model of the g;;. 

water flow—through of hakelfiaberge, the nonhydrostatic model was extended? n 

to._include‘vertica1 and.hori2ontal variations in‘cross-sectiona1TVidth,' 

At the time of nriting, there have not been any successful solutions of- 

this problem. 
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-’arpnnnIx‘n 
-vunnsnexcs nRocus—gy' 

g-:/ by P. Hamblih ’ana F. Roy 

.”DsscnIérIon hub rrsnp nrrnorfigxi 
i 

figure A-1 presents a schematic diagram of the under-ice.drogue. 
The gpositions of the droguefl»are‘determined by successive 'traching”of a 
radio beacon transmitting through the upper 10 cm of the water column and 

‘ the ice and snow layers. Each transmitter has its own frequency so.that 
more than ohe drogue may be deployed and tracked‘at a time. Figure A-2 

I demonstrates the.near field_tracking method by the location of the signal 
amplitude ‘peak'along straight lines. The far field antenna is used in a 
directional\’modei to locate the approximate position of the 7drogue. 

and Savile (1985). 

zvnnuimiow‘ 

A series of tests were undertaken following the field experiment 
to examine the behaviour of roller hlind drogues in ‘a horizontal shear 
flow. Horizontal shears were observed in the field as large as 10" s41, 
which would result in a ‘velocity differential across the drogue of 0.3 

. estimated to be 1 m/s; 

The "effect of a linear shear is to displace the line of action 
gfi..phejnet force on the; drogue from the centreline to’ the direction of 
higher f1ow§ 'Thus[ the retarding force of the under-ice float and the 

V 

displaced slippage force exert- a torque on “the drogue, which tends to 

l_Details on the field operation of the underwater drogue are given by Roy‘ 

m/s. While this.differential is-much less than the average speed in the 
field of‘ about 1 cm/s, it is ‘the same order as the slip velocity" 

rotate "the drogue out of the shear, If "the lateral slip is larger than
' 

the slip‘ velocity, .appreciab1e deviation "of the drogue path. may be‘ 
experienced in the direction from high flow to low flow.
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Antema Patten»: 
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~~ 
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' Figuré A42“. Radio 1¢:‘cati6x*;.:t:echniqué.:‘ 

‘ VQu‘atntitative‘ly,. the offsaet. fromt t_he..cént:eJ}ine . may be‘.computed 
from inte'g_rat’ion of . the a_erodyr1_a_mi7c diag lfaw Aaczfoas thendrogue

\ 

V:‘«?n”=» $31 P A Uzsb, ,_iAE1r 
V,__ 

whefe 
' 

is drag c6é‘fficiént for _.a_ Qrogue (Vact1nn,'- 
It 

.1-_7973)~, A is -thé area; and Us is the veiocity; -
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" 

centre of suspension. 

L *

7 

I (U, + z-U1)2zdz ~ ~ 

U, + 2 U1)2dz_,’“ 

where U1 is the current‘shear'and L is"the7half—width_of the drogue, here 
1.5 m. ‘After some algebra, it may be seen that 

2L2 U1 U,‘ 
Z offset 

or 
Z offset = 15 cm for U1 = 10" s'1 and 
Us ‘ = 1 x l0'3 m/s 

0Therefore, in a shear flow of 10“ s'1, the5 centre of action of the net 
slippage ‘force is displaced by 10% of. the drogue halfiwidth gfrom the» 

In order__to' test this result, a series/ of 
experiments were conducted in the CCIW laboratory towing facility with a

0 

.}=m2 roller blind drogue. 

Experiment 1 (No shear, uniform flow simulation) 

'During_the~first experiment, the test drogue was towed with the 
‘centre of attachment aligned as closely as possible to the cengfelineiof” 
the, sail area in order to test the drogue' behaviour in a-uniform wflow ~ 

“field.' Reynolds number similarly occurred between the 1-m? test drogue 

A 

and >the.10-m2 prototype” at hslippage or towing Wspeedsg between 0Q5 and ' 

1.5 cm/s. iIn addition, to simulate the_under-ice friction on the surface 
,float,. the float was towed by“a long ‘string held nearly parallel to the 

water_ surface in the direction of travel-of the towing carriage. At the 

fthree towing speeds of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 cm/s, the drogue was observed-to 

rotate about its vertical axis at the same_time as progressing laterally 
;ina3the direction of the ‘leading edge of the‘ sail until apfiarently/the 

restoring force of the string was sufficient to cause displacement and 
rotation in the opposite direction. These oscillations across the tank
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were centred about the point of attachment to the carriage and were more 
,vigorous ,at higher speeds with amplitudes estimated to be around 1’m at 

‘ 

2.cm/s;~ A further test .at a speed of 0.5 cm/s .Was repeated with ~the
‘ 

towline free to move back and forth across the tank in order to maintain 
it _parallel to the direction of flow thereby_eliminating ‘the restoring 
"force. The drogue- continued to oscillate as before, indicating ‘that 
‘restoring forces are generated-by the sail angle "to the flow and not by_ 
the towline direction. Finally, the force on the drogue towing line was 
measured to be_5 g at 0.5 cm/s. _This force.is consistent with the drag 
law, equation (Ai1)fi 

‘ 

Experiment 2 (Horizontal shear flow simulation)» 

In the second experiment, the. point of attachment wasi offset 
{ufrom the centreline by 9.8 cm or by 20% of the half-length of the drogue. 
This arrangement attempted to simulate the_effect of the shear, which, of 
course; Hcould not be set up in the tow tank. Time limitations-permitted 
onlyv one speed, 0.5 cm/s, and one offset to be observed.» ln this case, 
the" drogue was observed to "skate" in the direction.of suspension offset 
and :slowly twist.so that the edge of the sail in the direction of offset 
became the'1eading edge. The drogue came into an unsteady equilibrium at 
{a mean angle of 309 in the offset direction} Oscillations in the towline“ 

'g. angle of 36° within a period of about five minutes _we[r;e 9,bser‘ved." «Unlike ‘ 

‘the former case, when the towline was adjusted to move laterally in order ,' 

to maintain zero lateral restoring force, the drogue continued to move to K 
the side-until eventually‘ it -collided with the side of the tank;' The 
speed of travel of the sideways motion was estimated crudely to be about 
lg cm/s or ’twice the slip “velocity. "As an approximate check on this 
fiefformance’ ratio or ratio of lateral speed to forward slip velocity, we 
have ,at the 30° equilibrium angleethat the restoring "force would be; 
2.5 lg. ‘If the initial angle_ of rotation of the drogue is 10°, then ate»V 
that ‘position the 2.5fg force[must'be balanced byfp Uzh/2 sin 10°, which ' 

gives. a ;va1fie "of fiAeofg0.85 cm/s or about”twiceo the slip ,velocity.i 
Further ‘tests would be va1uable,.especia1lyi to establish the dependence .' 

of the performance‘ ratio ‘on percentage displacement Vof'the.suspen§ion;
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point; f 
Sailing these data;” we will simply bassume in further, analysis 

that eitherthis.relationC’is-__1inear}»iithatis") ad fiétfomahce ratiorofi vzegiof 

at "no offset‘ and 2-at 20% offset, or at the other extreme that the 
performance ‘ratio is: independent of: disp1acement~ ‘except= at’ zero 
displacement. 

' ' 

‘ ‘ ' 
‘ ‘T 

APPLICATION V 

“iWith xreference to" Figure 18; the average velocities at the 
—drogue depth, shear; . and angular -deviations expected are listed ‘in 

Table A—1:for'the_ Tagish Lake drogue experiment. On ‘the-basis of the 
-assumptions‘ made concerning the performance'ratio dependencies on ofifiset 
and the ohservations made during the towing test, it would appear that 
the tendency-for drogues to sail across a shear zone towards a lower flow 
is ‘probably' tolerably gsmall, say in the "order of '10°, under‘ field~ 

conditions .and‘that the wandering behaviour of the drogues observed in V 

,Tagish Lake is due to the unsteady nature of the flow. 

Table 3:1’. .. Average‘ and Shear at 6-an Depth, me 1-3,. ragian 
» 

_ 

Deviation 
>Average, a constant 

e 

; 
pp 

p , 
speed n» performance_ Shear x Percent Angular 

iastation »(cm/s) ‘ a<ratio ' 105 s'1' .displacement T deviation-:- 

116:: 1.0 ' "-115 -8.0 8 ‘-5§-g * 

; [4 . 1.2_ _ 

9° "' 3.0 3 ‘A1° 
’ f'3- 0;6 _18° T 1.4 1 1° 
‘.2;. , 

0.25- 5”.“ .— 39° ~~ V 1.6 2 2° 

7 
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APPENDIX B
V 

UNDER-ICE sgunifgiofis 

.fw = 41a1> +»v32’W- —_ 1 
. Vpas 

J 

322 

— 12 _ in 221 where a§.~— pg [axe 3y 
I 

Under ice the boundary conditiohs age w = 0 at i.=»0 and z = fH.i' 

Elf qz =-f/(2v) then the solution is 

A are [icosh [o.(:1‘.,aH] 
Pif3§°> s5iI1h‘ie.e<ii<s17‘Ti>i 95>‘ W ‘1 ?' i’i‘”‘t 

'+ oosh»'[(1A+ 1) 111;] -.1] 
A‘

~ 

The steady Ekmah equations may be writtefi-for w = u + iv.and,;h 

This solutionmay be integrated verticallyfor the transport, W. 

.a1=1f {cosh ,,+—E-'\,aH] ¢1}‘i _ * . 

' 

1 

‘ 

. . ‘ 
itas sinh_[(1 +jfi)’ am, *1 .°°‘°’.h;”1e1+ "j°‘H“ 

sinh .1 +1) uH]§_ ; * <w»«ssHJ 
to 

= 21132 cosh [(1%-I:__i)/.aH.] -1 A_._1_; 
ifas (bl’+ i) aH"§ihh" [(1 +1) _aH\]v 2‘ 

E'i;nallyf,' it is useful to obtaih surface stfess,"1:, = vaw/8'2‘ at‘ 
z .‘--’= 

' ‘Oand at the bottom, z ="-H, in the iimiting case when aH—o cox. From
_ theabove expression for W, it can be‘ shown that 

I = 1 + 1 a_1= ; 3 i 2a as p 

in c0imP1ex":notation so that 

8* 2a ax hay



‘rand 

/ .
B i; 3, 

’ ‘Y 

Ansimilarly, 

‘h _ i2a '5" 

:30 that V}1\ 

.. 7 2a Bx 'ay (214,
- 

‘ {bx 

Mfby 2a‘-[Ii ay .. 

_

" 

Vmgj be noted that in the case Of gtxafiification the ppéséufe 

U gfadiéfit at the bottom may have an édditional~fie£m}- 
‘V I V 

K .. 

'-'* " 
.\ 

' 

V 

" * ‘“
» 

9- 0.Qg£.dz 
F a 

‘ 

- 

. 

A 
, , 

:' ..- 
’ 

Po‘ »—n ax. 
“ 

T‘ “° ‘ ”'\ V ' " ’ ‘ 

5 -. ':.. 
_ 

-‘ 

Note: Lake ‘Laberge metednolcgical find inflow watei tempe;atyrésA are 
' 

Vévé;i,l'é,b'1_é in ,_’ed‘itéa, format on .and D14 5237. ': 

(nine—tfhck,.1600 bpi records Of 80 characteré) a£'10-, 20-, 303, 

[and 60:minu£e intérvals (F =_S, LB é Kg).,,~.j: 
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